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With the widespread formation of the Community Colleges of

Applied Arts and Technology, 'tie have yet another social institution

that is State controlled, and 'vlhich is directly in the business of the

socializ.ation of bureaucratic personalities for the occupational

structures of an industrialized continent.

Attention is drawn to the unique structural features of on!::

Co~munity College in Ontario to reveal how this socialization comes

about; which social classes become its members; and in terms of a

construct for I1bureaucratic orientation l1
, ho".. much bureaucratic ideology

is transmitt8d for internalization.
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CHAPTER 1

POST SECONDARY EDUCATIONAL INSTUTIONS AND

BUREAUCRATIC ROLE PRODUCTS

Introduction;", The Ftmction of Education and a Larger Perspective

It has been alleged by a number of social scientists1 that u

new personality type has been emerging in highly industrialized

societies. The ultimate independent variable is to be found in the

nature of these societies. From North America to the Soviet Union,

the various institutions are highly bureaucratized. And the al'gument

i.s that these institutions act 8S selective mechanisms, reinforcing

the necessary forms of behavioural responses and thought processes of

t '. \, 2nelr memvers • In other words, the emergent type is one suited to

the needs of bureaucratic organizations.

Although there is much literature describing the structure and

development of bureaucracies3; as well as the effects of complex

4
organizations on personalities found \-lithin them, very little research

lFor example David Riesman et al., The Lone Iy Crm.,rd, (N. Y. :
DcubledCly Anchor, 1950); ~l. H. 'tlhyte Jr., T~j;.;;L;;ti;;;-i.1E1.1l1 (N.Y.:
Doub1eday Anchor 1956).

2
R

, ..lesman, p.XXll.

3For example Max Weber, ~ssays in SodoloE\x, translated by H. H.
Gerth and C. vI. tHlls, (N.Y.: Oxford University Press, 1946); Peter ~1.

Blan, Bureaucrv.cL},.:'1 Modern Societ:r." (Toronto: Random House, 19%).

4R• K. Herton, SociaL:J.Ileory and Social Structure, (Glencoe,
Ill.: Free Press, 1949), esp. Part 11.
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is to be found on the institutional sources of social forces

generating attitudes favourable to bureaucratic ideology in those

about to enter such organizations in an occupational capacity.

Hany years ago t David Riesman described the changing form of

educational processes to illustrate hO\<l the school, as just one

institutional source, has changed its role from being knowledge and

teacher oriented to one that is socialization and student oriented.

Riesmru1 claimed that the newly evolving social structure with-

in the school system is one that parallels the kind found in bureau-

cratic organizations in which the students will one day find themselves.

He writes,

'l'here is therefore I a curious resemblance beh"een the
role of the teacher in the small-c1ass modern school,
a role that has spread from the progressive private
schools to a number of the public schools, and the role
of the industrial relations department in a modern factory.
The latter is also increasingly concerned with cooperation
between men and men and betloJeen men and management, as
technical skill becomes less and less of a major concern •••••••
'Thus the other-directed child is taught in school to take
his place in a society v!here the concern of the groap is less
with 'tJhat :i.t produces than with the internal group relations,
its morale. 5

It is suggested here that contemporary schools have an

affective as well as a cognitive influence on students which facili-

tates the internalization of bureaucratic ideology.

From the time that Riesman published this somev/hat startling

connection between the educational institution and the industrial base

of society, much research has taken place to learn the influence of

5Riesman, p.65.
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educational experience on the personality structure of those being

processed. It must be .pointed out, however, that the bulk of the

research was social psychologically and not sociologically, orient~d.

The main concerns vlere \Vi th the relationships of variables found

in (I) the structure and culture of the school; and (11) its partici-

pants.

This underlying perspective resulted in a luck of interest in

the third and most important variable; the independent variable of the

State or society, at the "insti tutions" level. Let me exp2~"1d on this

post-Riesm~ era of interest in education in order to clarify two

features that relate to this present paper. The first feature is to

show how the working hypothesis contai.ned in this text continues to be

related to current research and yet moves above, into the sociological.

And secondly ~ to pil}point conflict (confusion) and arguments within

recent studies of education to show how the sociological context C8n

help to resolve seme of this conflict by adding the third dimension,

already referred to as the "State".

For the past sev8ral decades there has been a massive interest

in relationships beb-/een non-intellective personality characteristics,

6as measured by inventories, and several aspects of college success.

A great segment of this interest deals with the effects of the college·

experience on the personality characteristics of students as measured

by a variety of personality inventories. It is on this very question

6For an indication of this interest see the bibliography of
over 200 empirical studies in this area in K. A. Feldman a.nd T. H.
Newcomb, The ImE~~t of_ColleGe On Students, (San Erancisco: Jossey
Bass Inc., Pub.), 1969.
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that a split in opinion in current thiw{ing and research results.

For example, after an exhaustive survey of the literature on

change in college students, P. E. Jacob reached the now famous con

clusion7 that the college has little impact on values and personality

attributes. He found that no specific patterns of curricu.lum, no

special type of instructor, and no particular instructi.onal method was

found to make a difference in terms of the atudent's standard of

behaviour, quality of judgement, sense of social responsibility,

keeness of unde:standing and guiding beliefs.

In a more recent review, Webster (et al.)8 Goncluded that there

are systematic and meaningful personality changes occurring during the

college years. This is in line with traditional sociological thinking

which extends back to 1957 when Herton (et ale) 9 made a study of mediCcd

education and concluded that the educational experience did provide the

context in which "values and attitudes" appropriate to the profession

were learned.

K. A. Feldman and T. M. Newco~b might have located the explana-

tion for the conflicting conclusions during their mm monumental study.

Referring directly to Jacob's controversial conclusion they wrote

Perhaps our differences arise from the fact that
we were asking different questions; instead of searching
for the "impact of the college experience" we found it

7p • E. Jacob, Chenging Values in College, (New York: Harper),
1957.

8H• vlebster, M. B. Freedman, and P. Heist, "Personality Changes
in College Students", in H. Sanford (ed.), The Amcrican College, (New
York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1962), pp. 811-846.

9R• K. Herton, et al., The Student Physician, (l·1ass.: Harvard
University Press), 1957.

4
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necessarJr to pose Questiony t.hat ",ere at once more
specific and mor~ ~omplex. 0

This present research paper follows the sociological tradi-

tion as "'ell as the practice of a "specific" and limited approach.

The question that will be raised in this paper' will be the one

or.iginally sugGested by Riesman. In other words, there "rill be an

attempt made to seek specific influence on the participants of educa-

tional experience based on the empirical fact that some educational

i~stitutions are created, financed, controlled and directed by the

State to fulfill its specific needs. At the same time, the inquiry

will allow a study to be made on the role of the socio-economic back-

grounds of the participants within this entire process.

It is argued that the addition of the State (society) concept

will add direction to social psychological variables such as those that

relate to the structure and culture of the school and its influence on

its participant members. Given more directional concepts, such as the

"needs" that arise from the nature of the State's occupational structure,

the multitude of previous conclusions can suddenly take on new meaning.

One example will suffice to make this point. Since it vlill be

argued that the "needs" of the occupational structure of a society

influence the nature of the structure and culture of the educational

system, one proposition will be that some educational institutions

function to produce "emergent personality types suited to the needs of

bureaucratic organizations" (see the opening paragraph on page 1). The

10K. A. Feldman & T. M. Newcomb, 'l'the Impact of Co] lege on
Students, (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Inc.,), 1969, p.3.
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quest.ion concerning Itwho" are being processed and "Ylhy" j and what

scholostic ability and level of achievement (from numerous social

psychological and psychological studies) d.aracterize the participants,

can be answered in terms of socio-economic categories. As anyone can

see, the isolated and highly empirical socio-psychological studies

just mentioned, can take on new significance within this larger socio

logical frame of reference.

And indeed, this particular question will be elaborated oU i

since there is an interest to determine if the parents of the pro

fessional classes and their cul ture predispose thei.r children vri th a

more favourable attitude in order to facilitate the internalization of

the bureaucratic ideology to begin with; thus reinforcing the indoctrina

tion of the schools. And, on the other hand, if the parents of the lower

classes and their cultures hinder their children (due to the lack of

appropriate value t:-ansmission) from internalizing the ideology.

The interest is justified for this reason: only after these

two questions are ~~s~lered can one begin to isolate the precise role of

educational institutions as determined bJr the State.

Community Colleges of Applied Arts w~d Technology: Ontario

The object of study consists of the cultural and structural

enviror'.JJ1ents to be found ,;/i thin the Community Colleges of Applied Arts

and Technology in North America. There is no doubt, here, that the

function of New York City Community College or Brookdale Community

College, or indeed, any community college in the United States of P~erica

is quickly evolving to equal the same function of the community colleges



in Ontario as discussed in this paper. However, the one selected for

this study is a particular college in Southern Ontario \'lhich is

representative of them all.

Historically, the educational process in the province of

Ontario has had three stages: elementary, secondary, and university.

In 1965, the forces of technological change, with its resultant impact

on occupational and vocational orientation, caused a change of this

structure to include a new dimension of post-secondary education: The

11Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology.

In essence, the colleges were designed to cope with three

fundamental vocationally oriented problems facing post-secondary educa-

tion: (i.) the lack of trained technicians to fill the new jobs created

by technological ch~~ge; (ii) the emergence of, and the need for, para-

professionals in the Social and Health Sciences; (iii) the opportunity

of higher education for those students who could not, or did not want

to move on to university following the completion of their high school

studies at the end of grades twelve or thirteen.

At the time of inception then, these Bocio-economic problems

were clearly identified in the legislation; and the colleges were meant

to be their solutions. Therefore, they became the foundation for the

guiding aims and objectives of educational design; and at the same time

for the development of curricula Md the staffing of program depart-

ments. It must be added that these same problems can be found as the

rationale for all of the other Communit.y Colleges of Applied Arts and

Technology in North America.

11An Act to Amend the Department of Education Act, 3rd sessio~,

27th Legislature, Ontario 13-1 L~ Elizabeth II, 1965.

7
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However, from the standpoint of legislation the Ontario

system stands unique amongst all of the other junior and community

colleges. In this province the intention of the planners was speci-

fically to fill the need for "non-university post-secondary type of

education". As a result, the Ontario colleges are designed to be

TERMINAL, and it is for this reason that there are not to be found any

provisions through curricula to insure the transfer of students into

university. If there is any c1earl;y evolving, official vie ...rpoint, it

is to keep the colleges as semi-professional, vocational institutions,

free of university ties.

This means, therefore, that the diploma is basically the end

of the line; and it is expected that the graduate student find his \"Jay

in the occupational world at the semi-professional level.

In other parts of North America, where large community colleges

have mushroomed into existence, such as California, New York, Texas and

Michigan, the same function is already being performed in a latent

12manner. The equh'alent document there is the "associate degree"; and

it, along with the Ontario diploma, are passports to the semi-professions.

The OCCUDo tio:lal Structure and the :Role of Colleees

This paper does not intend to carry out an extensive examination

of the economic conditions that have forced contemporary State, economic

and educational planners to unite in order to design the type of educa-

tional institution under study here. But, because this paper assumes

12E• J. Gleazer, This is the Community Collc.£!.:., (Boston: Houghton
}lifflin Co.,), 1968, p.51.



that the specific needs of a society's occupational structure is the

ultimate factor responsible for the elements of study to come, the

following summary is required for background perspective.

The startling fact is this; in North America, the rationalizing

process within the technological organizations has produced a labour

structure in which "the long-term trends indicate tha.t 8o;~ or more of

all jobs in the future will require fewer than 4 years of college,

despite the rise expected in professional technical manpower require

ments".13

When one considers the traditional role that the universities

have played in providing manpo\oler for tr.e professional categories in

the occupational structure of North America, coupled with this fact of

limited professional opportunities, it becomes obvious that some mech-

anism is required to distract and discourage the current high enrolment

into these institutions.

~fuen one reconsiders the needs of the occupational structure in

terms of the lower, sub-professional categories, the planned role of the

community colleges becomes clear. Based on the above forecast one can

look forward to the day when at least 80% of the student population will

be induced into community colleges to fulfill the designated organiza-

tional needs of the State. It \odll be interesting to specluate which

socio-economic categories will be induced into the community colleges

and why.

130ccupatiorJal Educational Bulletin, Vol .. 5. No. 13, November
1970, The American Association of Junior Colleges.
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B;ypothesis and Research Problem Stated

The \-/orking hypothesis of this paper is that the social climate
14

of those community colleges in Ontario serves as structural constraints

which are important in shaping the bureaucratic15 personality of students

appropriate to the subordinate level of specific hierarchies (as opposed

to the bureaucratic personality at the superordinate level).

It is proposed that one characteristic of all the programs (out-

side of the General Arts program) in the community colleges in Ontario

is that they are meant to "fit" the individual to a bureaucratic role

model found within select types of organizational structures. The end

product is designated by such titles as "semi-professionals!'; "aide";

"technician"; and Iltechnologist". One only need add the adjoining ad-

jective to get. an impression of the bureaucratic nature of these roles.

For example some are,

a) library technician;

b) laboratory assistant;

c) nurses' aide;

d) electronic technologist.

The common behaviourcl pattern implied in all of the above is

bureaucratic Ilsubordination11 and submission to other superordinate

bureaucratic roles.

14The import~~ce of this concept as it relates to socialization
is brought out by O. G. Brim and .s. vJheeler, Soci:;i..lization 'l'hrough the
Life Cycle,

15A reminder concerning Xerton's words on this term; he said
"bureaucracy" is a technical term designatinE; a fornlal, hierarchic
organization of statuses. In the social science vocabulary of
organization, "bureaucracytl is not a pejorative.



Student Input t Collelc;e Program and Influence

There are three assumptions underlying the hypothesis of this

paper; first, meaningful changes in scores on personali t,Y inventories

do occur; second, these changes are related to certain social class

cuI tural characteristics a student possesses 't,hen he enters college;

and third, the changes are related to a student's college experience.

Among the more important sociological studies supporting the

assumption that changes in scortS on personality inventories do occur

and are casually related to educational structures is the study of

medical education by R. K. ~18rton (a.nd associates). In it he provides

Cl. definition for socialization of the medical student as:

the processes through which the medical student
develops his professional self. with its characteristic
values. attitudes. knowledge and skills fusing these
into a more or less consistent set of dispositions
which govern his behaviour in a wide variety gf pro
fessional and extra professional situations. l

This is an important definition since it points out that

socialization within an educational structure includes not only

cognitive aspects like knowledge and sensori-motor skills, but also

affective aspects like values and norms pertinent to the occt:lpational

role. As will be further emphasized in this paper, this is especially

true of socialization into the semi-professional, subordinate type

occupations.

Educational institutions, as formal agencies of socialization,

have much in common ~"i th other complex organizations, especially those

which socialize people. Like other agencies, too, the outcome of the

l6Merton, Student Physician, p.285.
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process depends on the here, that two or three

12

years are too' short of a. period for drastic and climactic changes in

the value structure of the students to occur. Therefore, the college

experience mentioned in the hypothesis is looked upon as a reinforcer

of a core value system that the student already contains, and if

socialization does take place, it is a process that simply extends

that "'lhicb was already there in embryo.

In other words, if changes in scores on personality inventories

do occur, they will most likely be changes that would be consistent with

the value system of the student based on this social class culture, and

the goals and objectives of the college program. The student, therefore,

is not vie"'led as a passive object, or as "ra"'" material which is pro-

cessed and becomes a finished product.

This is borne out in J. Huntington's study of the professional

If . 17se :lmage. She found that those students who enter the program

already thinking of themselves more as "doctors" than as students, are

more likely to maintain the image throughout a variety of interactive

situations. They are also more likely to obtain higher academic

standings.

To anticipate the outcome of the hypothesis-experiment of this

paper, therefore, it is necessary to elaborate on descriptive studies

concerning student input as suggested in the above three assumptions.

A large scale survey of research studies on junior college

students was completed in cooperation with tbe University of California

l7Merton, Student Physician, p.119.



mld the ~~erican Association 18of Junior Colleges. The foll(H"ing

13

conclusions ,..nIl provide the necessary profile for the logical scheme

of this paper. Although the survey concerns U.S~A. data, there is

every reason to believe that the profile applies to the community

college students being studied in this paper.19 The results are:

1) The ACE survey of traits20 showed that as a group, junior

college freshman ,,:ere less self-confident than four-year college fresh-

man on such traits as academic ability, drive to achieve, leadership

ability, math ability, intellectual self-confidence and writing ability.

A larger proportion of junior college students felt themselves above

average in athletic ability, artistic ability, defensiveness, and

mechanical ability.

2) The SCOPE questionaire2l showed that junior college students

are more conventional, less independent, less attracted to reflective

thought, and less tolerant than their peers in four year colleges.

22The Omnibus Personality Inventory Scales measured higher

values of authoritarianism and dogmatism in the junior college sample.

18K• P. Cross, The Junior Cellege Studcpt: A Research Descrip
tion, in cooperation vii th the Center for Besearch and Development in
Higher Education, University of California, Berkeley and The American
Association of Junior Colleges.

19The results of the referred three studies was recently verified
in a Canadian study by G. F. Franklin, "A Profile of the ft_pplied Arts
Student at St. Clair College" in Social Science Forum, Vol. 1, No. 1,
March 1973, St. Clair College, \-lindsor.

20K• P. Cross, The Junior College Student, p. 26.

21 Ibid., p. 32.

22Ibid., p. 33.
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These profile characteristics Cfu'1 be related to bureaucratic

orientation on a purely hypothetical basis. Leonard V. Gordon23

constructed a bureaucratic orientation scale to be used in scaling

this variable in industrial employees in order to predict staying

potential and turn-over rates.

His scale was validated on ideal-type groups such as the peace

corps and those found in the military. He learned that there existed

a high correlation between those elements of the various scales above

(ACE, SCOPE and alP) and bureaucratic orientation found in his scale.

As to be expected, peace corps members were least bureaucratic while

military personnel were scaled most bureaucratic. The hypothetical

implication concerning the direct relationship between the character-

istics of junior college students and bureaucratic orientation is a

deduction based on L. V. Gordon's research.

One additional point must now be made, and that has to do \n. th

the relationship between student class cultural input characteristics

and selection of college and college program, (and bureaucratic role

model identification). It is proposed that those students pre-disposed

to such an orientation will select tb..ose programs and college that will

fulfil1 certain expectations. Marksberry's study of women students and

graduates of the University of Illinois24 indicates that the d0cision to

enro11 in liberal arts courses rather than in horr~ economics is stimu-

lated by the student image of the liberal arts "ceed" as a smartly

23L. V. Gordon, "Measurement of Bureaucratic Orientation",
Personnel PsyCllO] of5J., Vol. 23, No. 1, Spring, 1970.

24In R. W. Tyler, "The Impact of Students on Schools and
Colleges", K. Yamamoto, 'I'he College Student and Eis Culture, (Boston:
Houghton Millfin Co.), 1968, p. 405.
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dressed, sophisticated woman who is very active in campus social life,

whereas the image of the student in home economics is that of a "home-

spun" naiye girl, spending long hours in the laborator.y rather than in

dating or in extracurricular activities. This reaffirms the fact that

attitudes, values and role models exist prior to, or at, the time of

enrolment.

Let's examine the image that the Community College can create

through a study of its promotion literature v/hich is universally found

in any high school in Ontario. The program descriptions openly pub-

licize the paraprofessional nature of the related end-occupational

product. ?nere is no attempt made to conceal the fact that the graduate

't,ill inevitably work as a subordinate for a professional; that the ideal

characteristics needed for success in the future is an ability to "work

with" and "get alorlg with" other members of a bureaucratic team. The

descriptions, especially in the technologies, almost seem to have been

borrowed from vlhyte's "Organization Han".

The earlier question of differential influence of social classes

and its cultures must now be reintroduced. It is a fact that the greater

majority of students in the universities come from the upper socio

economic classesj25 while in the case of the co~munity colleges, the

26greater majority will be from the 10v1er socio-economic classes. This

has profound implications for this study in terms of predisposition to

25J • Porter, "Social
Canadian Society, (Toronto:
p. 169.

Class and Education ll
, in B. R. Blishen (ed.),

The l-lacMillan Co. of Canada), 1971, esp.

26T • J. Callaghan, "Learning: Study Skills and the Community
College", in SociCi-l Science Forum, Vol. 1, No. l, i-larch 1973, St. Clair
College, Windsor.
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the internalization of bureaucratic ideology and formation of occupa-

tional self-concepts of the kind just discussed in Marksberry's study.

It is proposed that these going to tmiversity will hcwe

internalized bureaucratic values to a greater degree than those going

to the community colleges. The rationale for this proposition stems

from several studies dealing ...lith family dynamics; and two, particularly

relate to this issue.

Gross and Gursslin made a study of middle and lower class values27

that point to variables in both classes to support the contention that

children are differentially influenced by educational and occupational

values. The children from the professional classes learn values that

facilitate entry and success in the Universities. In other words,

these lilembel'S learn Cl need to become professionals. The authors also

point to values in the lower classes that hinder the children of these

classes from learning similar needs to advaLce educationally beyond

secondary school.

Aborle and Naegele made a study of the "influence of middle

class fathers' occupational role and attitudes toward their children ll28

and they tell us that employment a.'1d occupation affect a father's

relationships with his children. In the educational realm, specifically,

in evaluating their sons' present behaviour
they can only focus on general character traits, and

27L• Gross and O. Gursslin, "t'!iddle Class and LOHer Class
Beliefs and Vab.es: A Heauristic Hod.el" in A. ';/. Gouldner (ed.)!
~odern Society, (New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc.), 1969,
pp. 168-1'16.

28D• F. Aberle and K. D. Naegele, "Hiddle-Class Fathers' Occupa
tional Role and I~ttitude.s TOl'wrd Children", in N. YI. Bell and E. F. Vogel
(eds.) A Modern Introduction To TI,e Family, (New York: Collier-MacMillan
Ltd. ), i 968.
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on a modicum of success in school as an almost
essential step to'·iard middle-class occupational
statl;so 29 .

In other words, the father knows the value of education as a

means of social mobility from his o\\,n experience and sees to it that,

of all the important institutional processes, his children \fill be

Ilwell-educated", and that they in turn, will value educational achieve-

mento It must be added that the Naegele study consisted of professional

types and that in the eyes of these fathers, "Hell-educated" meant a

university education. Furthermore, the other values that are transmitted

are those that are responsible· for high occupational aspirations.

They found, too, that the fathers had inculcated their children

with the other values that they kne.1 were necessary for their own success.

The following describes these core values:

The ideal-typical successful adult male in the middle
class occupational role should be responsible, show
initiative, be competent, be aggressive, be capable
of meeting competition. He should be emotionally
stable and capable of self-restraint. 30

The question of predisposition, then, must be answered in a way

that differentially relates values to educational and occupational

success within a given social stratification system. We know that the

children of the upper classes learn values that make them m'lare of "who"

they are to become occupationally, "how" to get there; and "how" to act

when they get there. This is not the case for the majority of the

children from the other lower classes. In fact, a study was carried

out by the author on 40 students enrolled in technology courses at a

29Ibid., p. 193

30Ibid., p. 194.
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Communi ty College in order to determine ...,hy they selected the school

and program•. It shO\·:ed that the major influence \>Ias their tea.chers

and not their parents!

Although Naegele and Aberle did not mention the discussed

upper-class values as early sources of bureaucratic ideology, it can

be assumed that they are indeed related; and the research portion 01

this pre£;ent study should verify this as either true or false.

In the case of the 10\ver class members in the community

colleges, we ca~ deduce from Gross and Gursslin that since different

values are internalized; in fact they are just the reverse of upper

and upper middle class values, there is little opportunity to learn

about occupational categories at these levels. Furthermore, there is

just as lit tle opportunity to learn bureaucratic ideology through family

dynamic situations. Therefore, if children from U:ese socio-economic

classes select occupational role models as a basis for further education,

they will not be fully cognizant of the organizational implications.

Whatever bureaucratic values are assimilated later, they would tend to

stem from the educational experience in post-secondary educational

organizations. And this will be a prime consideration at the research

stage.

The reason for this theoretical Goncern with the detailed

relationships amongst student personality input, college program,

socialization and end product change in terms of personality scores is

to locate, rationalize and emphasize the effect of the structural

aspects of the Ontario community colleges in this process. To admit

that, while college experience acts as an independent variable, it must
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be admitted that social class inputs exist and m-e just as

important.

The College Structure and Culture

There are many aspects of educational organizations \'fhich

are potentially important for socialization once the student enters a

commun.i ty college, hoy/ever, eight particular aspects have been chosen

for inclusion. These are:

1) official goals of the community college system;
2) administrative knowledge of educatioY'.al end-product;
3) teaching faculty knoYlledge of end-praduct;
4) student commitment to educational end-product

through appl:icatioli and enrolment;
5) course content;
6) guest speakers;
7) field trips;
8) employment anticipation.

In her study of professional image, J. H. Huntington vividly

illustrated the influence of situational sources on the self image of

the student. 31 It vIas found that students who in:eracted with nurses,

patients and those others who believed that they were interacting with

a "doctor fl
, rather than a medical student, stated that at these times

they actually thought of themselves as "doctor". The si tuationaJ. con-

text reported on by Huntington is but one example of the elements to be

found in the concept32 of the "social climate" of an organization. The

concept is important because this empirical refer?nt includes all those

aspects of an organizations' ecology which facilitates a particular

type of socialization and role image.

31Merton, Student Physician, p. 120.

32Brim and Wbeeler, Sccialization, p. 168.
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The linkage between social climates and socialization outcomes

is basically an interpersonal one as Campbell and Alexander have

.emphasized. 33 As the student passes through school, he interacts v/ith

others v/ho are "carriers" of the social climate. v!hile his ol·m social

and personal hackground characteristic are important factors in this

interaction (including the "latent identity" according to Gouldner34 )

it is hypothesized by Becker35 that the student adapts himself to the

various expectations expressed in the dominant social climate.

It is proposed that the social climate in the community colleges

of Ontario consist of the eight ~spects outlined above, and that they

arc central to the preparation and entrance into bureaucratic organiza··

tions after the educaU onal experience.

'l'he situational definihons will probably vary among such

individual programs asthe mechanical drafting technician's; the nurses'

aide; and secretarial science and even amongst the various student

cultures. Nevertheless, the assumption is made here that there will be

a dominant or model climate that gives all of the programs a particular

bureaucratic character. Further, it is assQmed that, other things being

equal, the expectations embodied in the social climate become the organ-

izing frames of reference during the college years which shape the

student's socialization experience, and influence the development of

his occupational (bureaucratic) self.

33E• Q. Campbell and N. Alexander, "Structural Effects and Inter
personal Relations", f,merican <.Tourna1 of Sociolof';y,71, .November, 1965.

34A• vi. Gou1dner, "Cosmopolitans and Locals: Latent Social
Roles", .Administrative SciencE' Quarterly ,2, 1958, pp. 4LI-LI--480.

35H• S. Becker, et a1., Boys in ~/hite, (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press), 1961, p. 259-260.
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Ela.boration of the eight aspects of the social climate suggests

the potential effect on the participants.

1. ~~e first is the organizational goals of the community

colleges. Etzioni define8 this type of a goal as lIa desired state of

7.6
affairs which the organization attempts to realize".;) These goals

become operative in formal agencies of socialization in a variety of

ways, for example in the rewards and sanctions, methods, techniques and

facilities ~hich are used by the socialization agency to accomplish its

purposes. 'l'he goals in question specify the broad and foremost objecti.ves

to be the educating of semi-professionals and its equivalent. 37 These

goals orient the faculty, tee.chir.g methods, course content, value

structures, and social structure to suit. The influence of the resulting

"definitions of situations ll is assumed to be self evident.

2. Administrative knowledge of the educational product deter-

mines the make-up of the courses and their content of the programmes as

a whole. It is known that while there is a tendency on the part of some

instructors to consider the system in traditional terms (liberalization)

the program co-ol'dinators must orient the whole program to "suit the

needs of the community"; in other words the needs of bureaucratic-type

organizations.

3. Faculty knowledge of educational end product controls the

interactive process and the set of expectations betHeen teacher and

student. (ex. lIif he's going to be an electronic's technician at

36A. Et"ioni, Modern Organizations, (Engle;./ood Cliffs: Prentice
Hall), 1964, p.u6•

7.,7
-" Ontnrio Department of Ed~cation, Documents, "Applied Arts and

Technology Colleges", 1969.
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Northern Electric, he's got to knovl hO"'1 to act in industry, and the

best place to. start is right here in the classroom.")

4. The course content consists of theoretically weak materials.

The implication due to this deficiency in the ultimate theoretical know-

ledge underlying any set of complex tasks is that a sunerordinate will

take care of that end of it. In the words of the American Society for

Engineerirlg Education, the course must produce a technician "\olho v/ill

perform the less creative and more routine duties of the Engineer lf
•
38

5. Student commitment to a bureaucratic role model occurs

through application and enrolment into a program identified by the role

(i.e., Dental Technician's Program).

6. Guest speakers to these programs in the majority of cases

are professionals from the superordinate level in the bureaucratic

hierarchy in which the student will one day find himself. This enables

the student to identify the superordinate types in his area. For exrunple,

the guest speaker to a welfare workers assistant's group would be Cl.

graduate social worker; while in the case of the engineering technician

the graduate engineer; and in the case of the nurses' aide, the inevit-

able R.N., the graduate psychologist or physician.

7. Field trips to bureaucratic organizations in \.,rhich students

will be employed provides first-hand knowledGe with the future social

stratification system. Both the superordinate and subordinate roles

are observed in interaction.

38American Society for Engineering Education, "Peaceful Co
existence of Engineering and Technology in the University", June, 1971.



8. Employment anticipation promotes the strengthening of

the identification with the role model. Commitment to the role occurs

through Ca) desiring the role; and Cb) applying for the position.

It is proposed that these aspects of the social climate gener

ate the formation of the occupational self in tenns of bureaucratic

terms. This in turn either produces new values and attitudes, or re

inforces old ones; values and attitudes that v,ill be the object of our

research.
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CHAPTER 2

METHODOLOGY

Sample and Methodology

The preceding discussion has advanced the proposition that

the measured degree of bureaucratic orientation is positively related

to the expe~ience of students in the unique colleges of Ontario. In

the final analysis, the validity can only be determined by empirical

research. The follO\o/ing disc\)3sion centers upon the i.nitial attempt

to operationalize this analysis.

The research populations used in this study consist of two

sample groups for two types of educational institutions; the communi t;y

college and the high school.

Since the assumption is that a specific type of attitudinal

change occurs in the minds of the student, a "pre" 8J.'1d post" test

would be required to measure the degree of change. Due to a lack of

time, a projected or longitudinal study design could not be attempted;

instead a cross-sectional study was decided on. This consists of two

groups; for a total of 180 students. Schematically, the design appears

as follows:

High School Sample
N=120

Pre-test

24

Community College Sample
N=60

Post-test



It was decided that since the affective system of the student

was the key to the research, a personality construct, "bureaucratic

orientatiOll" '"as defined as a comIni tment to the set of attitudes,

values and behaviour that are characteristically fostered and rewarded

in bureaucratically subordinate and bureaucratically superordinate type

roles.

The vlorking Concept and its (ft.jerationali 'wtion

Since one can definitely isolate the two forms of bureaucratic

levels mentioned above, it is unfortunate that time does not permit

the development of a scale to determine the form of bureaucratic

internalizations in the participants of an organizational hierarchy.

This ideal tool would allow one to measure and identify the difference

between superordinate levels (the supervisory professionals) and sub-

ordinate levels (the semi-professionals). As a result, one must be

content to simply measure the degree of bureaucratic internalizations

of values and attitudes.

In order to achieve this, a construct developed by Leonard V.

Gordon39 was selected and purchased. He formulated the construct of

"bureaucratic orientation'! by resorting to a scheme which related to

common denominator characteristics found in the original descriptive

schema of Hax v/eber. A set of four categories parallel to those of

Weber, but describing individual rather than organizational character-

istics was prepared. These categories are described as follO'.-/s:

39L• V. Gordon's questionnaire and his notes on its development
are found in Appendix B.
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1) Self-subordination, a willingness to comply
fully with the stated wishes of a superior and
to have decisions made for one by higher
authority.

2) Impersonalization, a preference for impersonal
or formal relationships with others on the job,
particularly with individuals at different
organizational levels.

3) Rule conformity, a desire for the security that
the follovang of rules, regulations, and standard
operating procedures affords.

4) Traditionalism, a need for the security provided
by organizational identification and conformity
to the in--group norm.

Since the scale that carries these categories (for the con-

struct of bureaucratic orientation) is known as the Hork Environmental

Preference Schedule, the abbreviated form j that is "V/EPS", vall be

used from here on to refer to the overall concept of bureaucratic

orientation.

At the same time, one other dimension was added to the original

four categories, and that has to do with degree of ambition or aspira-

tion. A professional's assistant such as a nurse's aide or an elec-

tronics technician, is directly blocked from aspiring to those roles

that fall into the professional category within the same occupational

line and within the s~~e bureaucracy. Therefore, an ideal semi-

professional would be characterized by lower aspiration. Perhaps the

two foremost reasons for this are the power position of the professional

ill1d his legitimate status in relation to the semi-professional within

the organization. At any rate, it is an observed fact that semi-
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professionals come "to kno\!! their place" and try to avoid direct and

informal i.nteraction with their superiors. In El. study of the nursing

profession, Everett C. Hughes provides us with this observation:

Just as the graduate nurse does not expect to be a
party to all the doctor's conclaves, so the auxiliaries
accept the lines that mark them off fro~n their superj.ors.
The stOl'y comes from Jv!issouri of a partitiob. that divided
the hospital dining room into a section for the pro
fessimlal nurses and one for the auxiliaries. A new
democratically oriented administrator had it taken dO\'tn,
but it was the auxiliaries \Yho objectedI J10

The fifth dimension of "bureaucratic orientation", therefore,

attempts to consider this phenomenon in terms of "knowing one's place!!

and not Hanting to aspire above it. Hence it is proposed that those

students who select and commit themselves to a role model at the sub-
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ordinate level \Yill lower their aspirations accordingly. In other words,

the student 'I',ho enters an educational program qualifying him/her as an

engineerts a.ssistant, a social worker's aide or a dental technician,

will automatically focus on this level and not fix his/herself on the

engineer, graduate social \>Io1'ker or dentist.

This concludes the discussion on the construct ope rationalization

of WEPS; subsequent sections will concentrate on the format used in

testing. TIle reason why the issue of testing is brought up now is ex-

plained that, in order to exclude ambiguity in just what is being tested,

there has been a severe effort to specify propositiolill in a most precise

and e~onomic manner. There are two sets of propositions to be elo.bor-

ated on; the first deals with those which apply to high school students,

40Everett H. Hughes f Cet a1.), Tv:enty T!-"ous~Jnd Nurses 'rell Their
StoIT, CHontreal: J. B. Lippincott C., 19(3), p. 175.



and this must be taken as the "pre-test". The second is one that

relates to co~munity college students; and this should be thought of

as the "post-test".

Test.able Prcn~sitions for the High Schools (The Pre-Test)

vii thin the framework of the preceding discussion, knm'lledge

of research literature leads to the general expectations:

1. (a) High school studer!ts \'Iho have a high Blishen scale
Lfl

reading will also have a high \'IEPS mean reading.

(b) High school students \"ho have 2.. 10\'1 Blishon scale
reading will also have a low WEPS mean reading.

(c) High school students vlho have a high Blishen scale
reading with "professional" aspirations "'ill have
a high v,rEps rea.Mng. They will be universi ty
oriented (vii th high scholastic ability).

(d) High school students who have a high Blishen scale
reading \-,i th "semi-professional" e.s},)irations \'/ill
have a high vlEPS reading. They will be community
college oriented (with a low scholastic ability).

(e) High school students who have a low Blishen scale
reading with "professional" a.spirations will have
a high ~~PS reading. They will be university
oriented (with high scholastic ability and parents
who are upper-class value oriented).

(r) High school students who have a low Blishen scale
reading with "semi-professional" aspirations will
have a low vlEPS reading. They will be community
college oriented (with a low scholastic ability
and parents who are middle-class value oriented
without knowledge of bureaucratic ideology).

(g) High school students who have a high or low Blishen
scale reading \'Ii th no "occupation" aspirations will
have a 10\'/ i'IEPS reading. They will lack educational
values and might have high or low scholastic abilities.

41See page 37 of this text for cl discussion regarding the
categorization of the traditional Blishen scale of occupations.
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Testable Propositions for the Community Collese ('me Post-Test)

This sample will hypothetically consist of previous high school

students from categories (d) and (r) from above. However, the assump-

tion is that CAAT's attract a greater proportion of students from cate-

gory (f). This is the category that will enable one to deterwine the

influence of college experience in terms of a bureaucratic-orientation

post-test.

In order to anticipate the results, therefore, the study can

expect the following:

2.(a) Students who have a high Blishen scale reading
will reveal different viEPS reading means according
to the college program that they are ill; hypo
thetically they will vary as follows:

(i) for those students with a high Blishen mean and in Technology
and Business progrcuns, the ViEPS will equ!ll the Nelson WEPS
average (27.9), in other \<lords the viEl'S is structurally
be ing REII\FORCED, se e Chart 1, p. 31

(ii.) for those students with a high Blishen mean and in the
Social Service and General Arts progrems, the v:EPS \<fill
be 1 ess than the Nelson i-lEPS average (2'1.9); in other \,Jords
the \.JEPS is structurally being SUPPR2SSED, see Chart 1, p. 3/

(iii) for those students with a low Blishen mean and in the
Technology and Business programs, the \4EPS will be greater
than the Nelson \{}":;PS average (27.9); in other words the
WEPS is structurally being GENERATBD, see Chart 1, p.31

(iv) for those students with a low Blishen mean and in the
Social Service and General Arts programs, the ~fEPS will
~gual the Nelson ~ffiPS average (27.9); in other words the
WLPS is structurally being R~INFORCED, see Chart 1, P.31

(b) According to the Everett C. Hughes "effect" the length
of College experi ence should sho\ol the follovJing
influence:

(1) Students vlUh a high Blishen mean in their second and
third years ""ill show a loy,'er mean for the ~1E:rS and
Occupational Aspiration variables than their counterparts
in Year 1.

29
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(ii) ]n direct opposition to (b) above, students with a
10vl ~lishen mean in their 2nd and 3rd years will sho...,
a higher mean for the vlEPS and Occupational Aspiration
variables than their counterparts in Year 1.

Syn.2J2;:5is of Problem Being Researched

As previously mentioned, the main quest in this paper is to

discover the institutional sources of social forces that generat~ or

reinforce Elttitudes favourable to bureaucratic ideology in the life

stages of cultural development. Specifically, it is proposed that

higher educational institutions and their structures have differential

effects cn their members, especially when one considers socio-economic

categories and their related variables, notably occupational and

educational aspirations. For general direction, a scheme has been

developed in Chart 1 to indica.te generalized patterns.

The main proposal is that while the family of origin is the

contingent condition for the differential internalization of bureau-

cratic values, one of the contributory conditions for the reinforcement,

suppression or generation of the values is the educational institution.

Special attention should be paid to the codes (R,S and G).

These refer to the particular effect of the institutional types on the

existing Bureaucr~tic Orientation of the incoming member as measured by

the scale designed by L. V. Gordon.

Although the same codes are used for the two institutions, one

should not be mislead into believing that the effects are similar. It

should be noted that one can theoretic~ly differentiate between types

of generation or reinforcement depending upon whether it is a university

or community college.
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~
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_ I

\::}~PS NI' SU BORDINA'l'E Lt;V.8L !
[

CHART 1: CONTINGENT & CONTRIBUTORY CONDITIONS FOR BUREAUCRATIC ORIEN'l'ATION 'v-J
f-'
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It "'ill be argued that the university is instrumental in

generating or- reinforcing bureaucratic values necessary for positions

of SUPERORDINATION, as opposed to the community college which generates

or reinforces values for the SUBORDINATE levels of occupation. It must

be added that it is unfortunate at this time in Sociological theory and

research there is no known instr~~ent that can measure "bureaucratic

orientation" and, at the same time, differentiate between those who are

"subordinately" oriented and those vlho are "superordinately" oriented

within the general framework of the concept being used; i.e. "bureau

cratically oriented". This rer.i€lins a problem that will have to be solved

at another time and its discussion is covered under this title later in

the text. Nevertheless, certain assumptio:1s can be made to this affect

frurn the various measurements, mainly from Gordon's sCCl.le when combined

~~th student's occupational and educational aspirations.

Sampling Proced~re within the Context of Admittance to Hi,gh Schools

By a process of elimination, Hal ton county administrators v,rere

located at two specific high schools who agreed to allow the researcher

into their schools to administer questionnaires. In preliminary con

versation, it was assumed from the beginning that they would be in charge

of selecting the two groups of students to insure as little interruption

of the normal classroom routines as possible. It was agreed that they

randomly select the students, the only stipulation being that they be

students "most likely" to be striving for higher education at either the

Community College or University levels.

Several earlier attempts had "educated" the reseCl.rcher to the

sensitive issue involved in getting into high schools to administer any
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kind of a questionnaire in general. Since College X is located in

HamHton (obviously feeding on high school students from the Hamilton

area) the first attempt was on the schools in that city. In two cases

(the two high schools will remain anonymous) the contacted parties

referred the ret:;earcher to take the request to the Superintendent of

the Wentworth County Board of Education. \4hen this was done, the

request ....'as immediately turned down by the Superintendent with the

argument that "if you let one in, everyone 'dill want in ll
, and "letting

everyone in to do research \;Iould hinder the normal teaching fu'1d class

room routines". It \,!as pointea. out, hov:ever, that past graduates of

Hamilton ochools could gain entry if their past principal was still

around. and would be willing to put up with the interruptions. \.,rentworth

County High Schools were I as a resuJ t ,out of questi on for sampling

purposes.

The second attempt to get into high schools was made in Peel

County. A~Jinistrators at two high schools in Oakville stated that a

written request must be made to the Superintendent of the Peel County

Board of Education and that a council meeting would decide if the study

warranted permission. At the same time I was told by a "friendly"

administrator (vice-principal) that following permission from the board,

which might take as many as 4 to 6 weeks, permission must then be had

from the individual principals; and if his principal was typical of the

"conservatism" of other principals in the county, getting in with "thesis"

type questionnaires was out. Therefore, after considering the time per

iod involved and the obvious uncertainty later it was decided to communi

cate with high school officials in another county.



Althoueh eventual success was had in the third county it was

not without similar frustrating experiences at three high schools here.

It remains unexplainable how it c~ne about that one vice-principal and

one counsellor disobeyed the general policy in this county o.nd allowed

the researcher in to disrupt the classrooms. Needless to say, that

after these experiences, no attempt was made to interfere or question

the manner taken to obtain groups of 60 or more students.

SamE1.2..!.~g Procedure and Questionnaire Administration

In the case of these two high schools, then, the guidance head

at high school N and the vice-principal at high school E made the arrange

ments for a l1 randomly" selected eroup of senior students to a..'1S\·ler the

questionnaires. Another minor request vtaS that they select an equal

number of students from grades 12 and 13; specifically, at least 30 or

more from each.

On the days of the visitation it was only at high school E that

7 frorn the select list of 30 grade 13 students were recorded as being

absent. The students at E were otherwise assembled in one large group

in one assembly room; and, after explaining the mechanics of the

questionnaire, all were tested at this one ~ime.

At high school N, the samples of st -cnts were to be found in

six different classrooms. It was decided that a research assistant

(Elizabeth Hathway from Sheridan College) enter the processing to save

time. The testing of grade 12 students therefore, was conducted by the

researcher and the research assistant simultaneously ..:i thin a 30 minute

period; folloHing which, a similar procedure took care of the srade 13

students. In the meantime, e previous discussion about the introductory



remarks to the students was held with the assistant to insure as much

uniformity as' possible.

The last institution to be processed was college X. Full

advantage Has taken of the "warm" reception that follov:ed the request

to sample the college students there. Although it is a laborious

procedure, the co-operative spirit enabled "quota sampling" to be

carried out. This method was sele~ted not only to speed testing but

to insure immediate and full coverage.

Quota s8Ji1pling required that a detailed analysis be made of the

enrolment figures for each program, year and duration of program, and

that apprepriate proportions be select from each group. A total of 60

students determined the proportions. In collection, storage and sorting

only one questionnaire was lost.

The rather lengthy, but simple mathematical procedure for quota

sampling of college X is found in Appendix A.

After permission was had from the four heads of Student Services,

Business, Technology and Applied Arts the research assistant already

referred to spent two days moving fr~i1 class to class to test the pre

viously selected nwnbers. Approximately twenty classes were visited,

and the required numbers of students completed tb~ questionnaires during

classtime.
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CHAPTER 3

TES'l' RESULTS

The Nature of the Samples in terms of Variables used

The saJnple under investigation consists of 131 high school

students from the senior classes (twelfth and thirteenth grades) from

2 high schools in the town of Burlington, Ontario; and 59 students from

all levels and programs at College X in Hamilton.

A preliminary attempt to define the 3 samples can Le made in

terms of the 5 key variables used in the research study itself. These

variables are as follows:

1. educational aspirations

2. occupational aspirations

3. parents occupations

4. parents educations

5. degree of bureaucratic internalizations

1he first variable is especially applicable to the two high

school samples because the students here are at the stage ...!here they

are preoccupied with plans for post-secondary education both at home

with their parents and in the school through the various guidance

agencies. Two important routes to careers are studied here; those

college routes that will take the student into semi-professional occupa

tions, and the university which leads to the professions. However,
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severa.l of my propositions have raised the question of "who, from Hhat

positi.ons in the stratification system aspires to what educationo~

levels?" For this reason variable 1 is deemed important not only for

the high school sample but the college sample as well.

The second variable is related to the first and probably even

precedes it. In ether words, those students who want to "become"

a chemical technicic!.!l or technologist must also aspire to the Community

college level, as opposed to those who want to become a chemical

engineer, who would have to select the university. It will be assumed

that the first two variables are positively correlated. The third var

i8.bIe is the source of the ascribed status for the students in the three

samples. Not only does it tell one which students are socially mobile

in ter;.~s of the first two variables but it will reveal the source of

differential influence for the last variable; i.e. degree of internal

ization of bureaucratic values. The Blishen scale of socio-economic

positions will be used to measure status, and in order to economize the

procedure, 6 categories have been selected and they are as follows:

1. category 1 EQ Blishen scales ·....... 70.14-76.69

2. category 2 EQ Blishen scales ·....... 60.07-68.80

3. category 3 EQ Blishen scales ·....... 50.93-59.91

4. category 4 EQ Blishen scales ·....... 40.05-49.91

5. category 5 EQ Blishen scales ·....... 30.00-39.86

6. category (; EQ Blishen scales ·....... 27.01-29.99

It ought to be pointed out th3.t ca.tegories 3 and 4 would be

equivalent to the kinds of positions that are initially available

through cor.,mlmi ty college programs.



The fourth variable is to be assumed to be related to the third

variable as explained by Blishen in the construction and ranking of

60cio-economic positions (1961).

The fifth variable indicates "bureaucratic internalization" or

vIEPS, and as already discussed in the main text, the instrument used

for scaling is a well knOvffi scale designed and fully validated by L. V.

Gordon. It was purchased directly from him following fJ. brief discussion

as to its intended use. If necessary, refer to Appendix B for a detailed

analysis of this scale, including its history, methocloloE;Y and valida

tion. The norm for high school students in the United States of America

is listed as 27.7. The two high schools in this study give a mean of

29.17, ap-d this is to be taken as being significantly high especially

when one considers that the mean for OH Company Salesman is 29.'7 (in

the U.S./i..). 'v/e can return nO..1 to the preliminary attempt to define

the sociological nature of the 3 samples by studying the frequencies

for the above 5 variables in Table 1.

Although strict randomizing procedures were followed in the case

of College X notice that in table 1 the "occupational aspiration mean"

is 2.71. This is not only inconsistent with the occupational end result

of educational processing at a college but with the realities of the

newly evolving Canadian stratification system. Several reasons can be

used to explain this but foremost is the vleakness of the 1961 Blishen

scale which, at the time of development, did not take into account the

fact of the rise of a whole new occupational category of semi-professionals

and its impact on the stratification system. Consider for example the

flaw in ranking "draubhtsmen" over science and engineer'ing technicians
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(n.e.s.). This very unreal ranking indicates the general inability

to distinguish, differentiate and empirically rank the thousands of

2 and 3 year technicians and technologists in all areas now and in the

future to be certified by the Ontario Association of Engineering

~'echnicians .and Technologists, thE: Canadian Librarian Association, the

Ontario Association of Professional Social ~Jorkel's, the various account

ing associations, etc. And this problem is as true in the V.S.A. as it

is in Canada. A more appropriate scale would have increased the College X

mean to at least 3. Future research could provide several suggestions

to overhaul, update and refine the Blishen scale to suit the current

conditions.

The second analytical remark refers to the fourth variable th&.t

defines the ascribed status of high school stude~ts. In the case of

College X the mean socio-economic index is 4.36 ~md it matches the

expected results based on its unique location ana another C.A.A.T. study

made in Toronto, Ontario. It tells one that there is an over-representc:.

tion from the lower Blishen categories of 4, 5 and 6j and an under

representation from the white-collar and professional classes.

Attention, however, must be drawn to the two high school means

and their distributions. Although both schools ore within walking

distance of one another, it \'>'as kno...m that they service different

Bocio-economic neighbourhoods. High School N has been defined as a

middle and upper-middle class school (after Blisk~n)j while high school E,

as an upper middle and upper class institution. In spite of this dif

ference; and in suite of the similarity of the nJE:iallS for the variable

in question ("l-I'I = 2.49 vs "B" = 2.76) the di.stri'butions of the categories
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that make-up these means do not reflect the fact of different socio

economic tracts. For :reasons that become very important later,

Blishen category 3 for these two schools must be exmnined to realize

that the "N" sample has a greater N than does "E"; and that the reverse

is true for Blishen categories of 4, 5, 6. In other words, a bias in

the random selection of the samples has apparently entered the study

for the reasons already sta tet. under the title of I1Sampling v}ithin

the Context of AdJili ttance to High Schools".

Pre-Tcst Results (Propositions 1 (a)(b)

Several hypothetical propositions were advanced and research

based on them provided the necessary tests of validity. The first of

these propositions stated that the contingent condition for the inter

nalization of bureaucratic values is the socio-economic background of

the student as measured by the Blishen scale.

The reasoning, as already discussed in the main text, is that

the fathers of students in the high Blishen categories (1, 2, 3) bring

home the values and attitudes that they hold during their professional

activities at work and influence their children accordingly. Hence,

the sons and daughters internalize cultural traits that are parts of

the bureaucratic tradition or are associated with it.

This is not the case for the students with a low Blishen rating

(4, 5, 6). These students will show low readings across both variables

because the fathers, here, Hill hold not only an antibureaucratic view

point, but due to a lack of organizational skills and values at work,

~~ll be unwilling or at least unable to pass on attitudes favourable to

bureaucratic ideologs.



TABLE 2

Rela tionship bebveen Sodo-Economic Status and vlEPS

LOW BLISHEN~ HIGH BLIS}~N
(catcf;'ories If, 5 6) (catep;ories 1. 2, 3)

SCHOOL HEPS I HEPS

~:ean Std. Deviation ! !'!ean LSt.'-p"eViation.-
I

I IHigh School N 27.9 l~. 72 29.78 6.47
-

I

High School E 31.09 6.64 28.03 7.78

College X 28.02 7.12 28.66 ~·.10

By focusing on the means under the two Blishen status categories

in Table 2 for the two high schools, one can see that the predicted re-

lationshi.ps are evident in only one of the ty,ro high schools. High School

N, the one which has been labelled as servicing a lower socio-economic

nei.ghbourhood, is the one which justifies the proposition. If one moves

from 10\·{ to high El ishen categories, notice that the vlEPS moves higher

accordingly. In comparing Nelson's mean with the U.S.A. high school

norm (lvl=27.7j s.D.:6.4) we see that it comes remarlcably close.

nle second high school in Table 2 poses somewhat of a problem

since the students in the low Blishen cateGories have an even higher

\;'EPS mean than those in the high Blishen categories.

However, triO possible reasons can be advanced to explain away

the apparent discrepancy; and the problem touched on at the beginning

of the discussion on the Bocio-economic reflection of students in the

sample selections. A review of the number of students in the frequencies
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in the "Parents Occupation" table would help at this time.

TABLE 3

The Distribution of Socio-Economic Statuses in the hlo High Schools

. -

Blishen Categories

I
Statistics

1 and 2 3 4,5 and 6
-

Total % Total % 'l'otal % l1ean Std. Deviation

School N 36 50 24 12 16.6 I 2.49 1.333·3

School E 23 43.4 9 16.9 21 39.7 2.76 1.56
I

After examining Table 3, it is proposed that if the high school E

total Y!Ould have had a 6.7% increase in Blishen categories 1 and 2 in

order to bring it more in line with high school "N'''s; and if the other

categories could have been similarly adjusted to suit, there might have

been an increase in the "E", high Blishen ~JEPS mean. Howeve 1', this cer

tainly cannot account for the present, unusually high \'JEPS reading in

the case of high school "E"'s, low Blishen categories. Other socio

logical explanations must be sought to explain this. These reasons must

wait until the tests are examined for the next set of propositions.

'l'he College X mean (28.02) enables us to deduce that the "feeder"

high schools are close to the high school N W~PS mean; especially since,

in the case of the college, the mean includes students not only in the

1st year but also those in years 2 and 3, thus exaggerating the strength

of the mean. A later attempt to control for "years of college experience ll



will in fact show that those in 1st year produce a much lower

One further test on the coefficient of correlation will pro-

vide additional insights into the degree of relationship bebJeen these

two variables for the first two propositions.

TABLE 4

Relationships beh,een Blishen Categories and \'lEPS

HIGH BLISHEN LOi'/ BLISHEN

(categories 1,2,3) I (categories 4,5,6)

Hultiple R Std. Error Total r·1UltiPle R Std. Error Total

~lEPS for School N

WEPS for School E

WEPS for College X

.41

.33

6.19

7.20

4.14

59

31

18

.23

.25

18

41

Although the various correlations (Multiple R.) appear weak in

Table 3, it is important to consider them in purely comparative terms,

both horizontally and vertically in order to realize that the differences

maong the three schools are significant in the predicted direction. The

high school E and College X M.R.s strengthen as one moves horizontally

from low Blishen status to high Blishen categories. This is an especially

important char-acteristic simply because it has been argued that, ideC'..lly,

there is El. positive correlation at the highest Blishen category of status.

A vertical examination of the M.R.s sho\-JS that high school E,
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which services the upper socio-eC0Domic neighbourhoods, has the

highest correiation figure between the Blishen and WEPS; follo\-Jed

next by the high school N rating. At the same time, the M.R.s for

both high schools are higher than the college X figure in the low

status case. From this it can be inferred that the college population

actually consists of students who have an even lower mean upon entrance

from the various high schools than either of the two high schools in

the research samples. If it would be as high or higher we could expect

a stronger relationship than the one obtained (.330).

~le second set of propositions deals with the following relation-

ships:

i) Blishen status, occupational aspiration and vlEPS
reading;

ii) Blishen status, educational aspiration and vlEPs
reading.

Reference must be made to the discussion on the key variables

of occupational and educational aspirations. It was stated at that

time (pp.37) that one can assurne a positive correlation between these

two variables. In other words, it can be taken for granted that the

student is aware of the fact that, to "become" an engineer means aspir-

ing to university; and "becoming!! an architectural draftsman means

aspiring to college. Considering the function of the various high

school guidm1ce agencies there is every reason to believe this to be

the case.

Specifically, all of the propositions in this set argues that

those high school students with Elishen backgrounds in the higher
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categories will not only have high aspirations across t.he two variables,

but will also' have a high WEPS reading. The oppDsite will be true for

those with a low Blishen status background.

It ought to be pointed out that underlyi~g this scheme of

thought is another variable which, unfortunatelYt could not be included

at the thesis level of research; this is the schnlastic ability variable

which appears in Chart 1, and ",hich is assumed t,o be "high 11 in the first

mode1 and "low" in the second model. Refer back to Chart 1, p. 31 to see ho\;'

it enters the flow of patterned movements. This is mentioned due to

the anomoly already presented by the high school E statistics, and v,hich

will continue to produce problems throughout. T1is certainly explains

how movements from 101-/ Blishen categories have historically been made

into the "professions", brea1dng the perpetuatiou. of social class, and

giving rise to intergenerational social mobilitYfi

TABLE 5

Variable l':eans vIi thin Blishen Catecgories

LO\ol BLISHEN HIGH BLISEEN

(categories 4,5,6) (,wtegories 1,2,3)

occupational WEPS 0;:; cupational 'vIEPS
aspiration aspiration

Hean Hean f.iean Hean

High School N 3.16 27.9 1.69 29.78

High School E I 1.8 31.09 1.45 28.03



'l'he figures for high school N in Table 5 ve6fies propositions

Hc) and (f) -only. The mean for occupational aspiration (3.16) falls

into the categories of occupation that can only be attained education

ally throue;h non-universi ty success such as the colleges; and the \'iEPS

score (1.1::27.9) is close to the college entrance mean of 26.29. At the

same time, the high Blishen category for high school H is 1.69 \':hich

can onl;y be attained by non-college success such as the university;

and the ~~PS score (M=29.78) is substantially higher as predicted.

As in the case of the first set of propositions, it is the

second school that produces preblems, which can now be explained.

Notice that the high school E, low Blishen statl'.s, occupational aspira

tion mean (1.3) can only be attained by entering the professions; that

iE., through university; and notice too, that the ~iE.PS mean is high.

According to the major contingency proposition, the v/EPS should be low

due to the influence of the parents' low occupational ranking.

The phenomenon here is consistent with \orhat we know about

"other-class" orientation, social mobility and anticipatory socializ,a

tion. We are obviously looking at a group of students at high school E

who are therefore culturally different from the same category in the

high school N sample.

It ought, also, to be remembered that high school E is the

school that services a higher socio-economic tract in Burlington, and

therefore, it is not inconceivable that most students here, even from

lower 60cio-econcmic backgrounds, should take on higher aspirations

with related values through sheer "osmosis". It r.1Ust be because of

this, that they have aspirations higher than that of their own parents;
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as a result, they have already learned the appropriate bureaucratic

values that go with their high aspirations, in one way or another.

This, in fact, is the second rationale for that mentioned to be forth

coming back on p. 38 when the first discrepancy \-Jas met with.

Before leaving this issue, and referring back to the high

school E statistics across Blishen statuses, notice that the part of

the proposition that maintains that a relationship beh,een t1highll

occupati.onal aspirations and lIhigh" ~lEPS reading exists, still holds

regardless of Blishen status. In this case of low Blishen status, the

occupational aspirations mean ef 1.8 can only be attained through

university; but, the WEPS reading from such areas will also be HIGH

(31.09). This is trJe case that helps substantiate proposition 1(3).

Therefore Chart 1 must be revised to include all other cases such as

high school E, and tl:is is to be found in Chart 2.

As for the high school E, high Blishen category, the proposi

tion 1 (c) holds to be true as expected (occupational aspiration

M=1. 45; \vEPS=28.03). Due to a lack of' research material, propositions

led) and (g) remain to be studied at another time.

The Post-Test (Propositions 2(a) (i) to (iv); 2(b) (i) (ii)

Propositions lea) to (f) which were just examined are especially

important to this study because it is these types of students who would

normally go on to post-secondary levels of education; and this is the

next topic of discussion. The only route to the occupations indicated

by aspirations in the high school N sample, low Blishen category (11=3.16)

is the community college. The 3-4 Blishen range of occupations consist
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of technology-technician levels, and they fall into the subordinate

! category of any bureaucTatically ore;anized enterprise.

The interesting fact concerning this group is that these

members (low Blishen statuses) are the very ones who lack a high bureau-

cratic orientation (as measured by the \f.8PS), yet ~Qll, in fact, be

"fitted" into the most bureaucratically structured roles of all.

It is on account of this phenomenon that one can advance and

test the proposition that one of the functions of the community

colleges of Ontario is to indocrinate their incoming students ~ii th a

bureaucratic ideoloGY suitable to the bureaucratic needs of the occupa-

tional ro:i.es to which they become committed. However, at least six

functions are at issue here, and due to the nature of this particular

college, at least four of the more important ones can be tested through

the construction of those propositions listed earlier. To learn \.,thy

hlo of the six cannot, requires an analysis of the programs and numbers

available in this college.

TABLE 6

Divisional Populations and Sample Sizes for College X
.

Divisions in College X Full time Sample
total total

Technology 1217 27

Businel?s 1171 25

General (Liberal) Arts 0 0

Social Service 29 1

Applied Arts 177 7
- ~ .0

'l'otals 2748 60
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A look at Table 6 tells that, unfortunately, at this college

there is no G"eneral Arts Diploma program, nor is the Social Service

program large enough to warrant a larger sample selection under the

terms of "quota sampling". As a result of this, the h/o propositions

referred to as 2(a)(ii) and 2(a)(iv) cannot be tested at the thesis

level. However, due to the bulking of students in the Technology,

Business and Applied Arts' programs, propositions 2(a)(i) and 2(a(iii)

can be tested. In these cases we are directly concerned with the

"Generation" or "Reinforcing" influences of the college. These are

the two most important ones that directly related to the governing

hypothesis.

The reasoning here, as already elaborated on in the main text

is that there are structural and cultural influences in the community

colleges (at least eight have been isolated) that "generate" the learning

of bureaucratic ideology in the entering low Blishen status students

within the context of the program and occupational roles; at the same

time, "reinforcing'l the traits in the high Blishen status students.

For the low Blishen status students in Table 7, the indication

is that the college is indeed performing its function of "generating"

bureaucratic ideology as indicated by the great increase of the vffiPS

mean from 25.7 to 30.3.

For the high Blishen status students in Table 7, some explana

tion is required since what seems like "suppression" is at play which

is contrary to proposition 2(a(iv). It must be remembered that this

is a cross-sectional study, and in the final analysis, only a multi-year,

longitudinal study Ccill pr0cisely indicate if indeed reinforcement is the
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TABLE 7

Tests for Reinforcement/Generation of V,JEPS in First and Second Year
College Students By Blishen Categories

vlEPS HEANS

Lo\<! Blishen High Blishen
(categories 4,5,6) (categories 1,2,3)

1st Year Technology,
Business fLY1d llpplied 27.7 29.2
Arts

2nd Year Technology,
Business and Applied ;0.3 27.1
Arts

,

Difference +3.6 -2.1

Form of Influence "Generation" "Reinforcement"

case for h.igh Blishen status students. Observe, however, that the

mean (27.1) in the 2nd year of the table is greater than the low Blishen

status meilll for 1st year in the same table. This is an indication that

the high Blishen status group mean in 2nd year could logicallj- have been

around 27.0 a year earlier, in which case the proposition regarding

"reinforcement" would hold as predicted.

The last h,O propositions I 2(b) (i) and 2(b) (ii), are related

to the phenomenon already referred to as the Everett C. Hughes effect.

You \dll recall that, in his study of role relationships in the hospital,

he revealed haw roles promoted the separation of individuals based on

"coming to knO\o1 oneself in terms of one' s superiq~". Role identification
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and the Im·jering of occupational aspirations is an important testable

proposition in this study. This phencmenon, in our case, falls within

the context of variance within Blishen categories. It is proposed that,

as time passes, students from high Blishen backgrounds who normally

might hold initially higher occupational aspirations in spite of reality

(being in college) will eventually 10vler their aspirations. In other

words, when compared to low Blishen categories of students, high Blishen

students are INV2RSELY influenced by the length of college experience.

TABLE 8

College Experience as an Influence on Aspiration Within Blishen Categories

.--
Occupational Aspirations Heans

Low Blishen High Blishen
(categories 4,5,6) (categories 1,2,3)

1st Year St~dent5 2.5 2.4

2nd Year Students 2.8 3.0
-

Difference +0.3 +0.6

For the high Blishen status group in Table 8 the test shows a

general decrease in aspirations from a mean of 2.4 to one that comes

closer to the mean for the kind of occupations related to the college

programs (that is, a mean of 3); hence the predicted movement does occur.

Notice, that although a similar effect occurs in the low Blishen status

group the movement is only half of that in the latter group.



The implications are that students who CCZle from a high Blishen

standing with close to university-professional type aspirations lower

tlleir aspirations due to the influence of college experience.
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CHAPTER 4

SU/·;t·1ARY MID CONCLUSION

Summarx

The hypothesis asserts a causal linkage between educational

experience in progr.ams at the post-secondary levels and internalization

of bureau.crati.c ideology. Cross-sectional an8~ysis at three different

levels of educational experience (high school senior level, first a.nd

second years of college) has provided enough evidence to suggest that

the working hypothesis has merit for extension into a more elaborate

and extensive study. A new institutional source, outside of the family

and its dynamic inter-relationships, has been found and isolated which

is instrumental in promoting the internalization of, and commitment to,

bureaucratic ideology for a select segment within the stratification

system.

'Wnile the family is seen as the contingent condition underlying

the entire process, it must be uuderstood as being a double-sided problem

determined by social class and nature of learned bureaucratic values.

For example, we have learned that students from the upper three Blishen

categories of the stratification system are exposed to bureaucratic

ori.entation along with values that facilitate educational achievement

\oIi thin the context of the family. These students learn a "need" to go

into the professions through the university. They will probably end up

in tha superordinate structure of occupations, with a strong commitment

to those bureaucratic principles and values that they learned earlier in



their lives through their parents. It's true, ClaTIy of these students

\'lill not be able to realize the "need" due to scholastic inabilities,

but their burenucratic commitment has nevertheless been learned, and

will probably lead to future skills within the context of their eventual

entry into bureaucratic structures, and Vlill give them a definite

advantage over those who do not possess it.

But there are those that lW.ve not interna~ized a great degree

of bureaucratic ideology and commitment. Our study of high school

students at high school N and students at College X, show that those

coming from the 10\-ler three Blishen categories rc:.te 10Her in bureau

cratic orientation. And this is why it is a double-sided problem from

the perspective of family contingency.

Not only is there a lack in learning superordinate bureaucratic

ideology for students in this class, but we have found that their

occupational and educational aspirations are such that they are prime

candidates for community colleges. And it is here that 'rle have also

tested and found that college students reveal higher bureaucratic

orientations with years of college experience. In other words, the

college becomes the source institution for learning bu.reaucratic ideology

due to its unique structure and cultural climate. But, one should not

be mislead into believing that this ideology is similar to that learned

by students from the upper three Blishen socio-economic categories, just

because the scune instrument (\'IEPS) is being used to measure different

socio-economic groups. Due to the nature of occupa.tional role commit

ment at college, the learned bureaucra.tic ideology is that sui table

for SUBORDINAT~ levels of work.
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It should become obvious th8-t ~;e are dealing here 'I'li th two

types of bureaucratic ideologies, one that fits professional, super

ordinate positions; and one that fits subordinate, semi-professional,

technician type positions. And our study sho~s that the college is

over-represented by tte lower three Blishen classes.

The force of college experience on occupational and educational

aspirations and bureaucratic orientation has been sho....n to be strong

enough to lower the latter two variables, while continuing to reinforce

the former even in those students who have upper socio-economic back

grounds. This was referred to as the Everett Hughes effect. But here

too, although it seems that the initial bureaucratic orientation of

these students is being reinforced, it is argued that a cuI tural trans-·

formation is taking place within the minds of these students. It is a

transformation because our study shows that these students have higher

occupe.tional aspirations in spite of the reality of being in a college

which is training them for occupations lower than their own statuses

and aspirations. And it has been arsued that bureaucratic ideologies

are related to occupational statuses. Therefore, in college, a sub

ordinate ideology is necessarily promoted which relates to the technician

type occupations found here. Hence, vlhile 'tie have seen students from an

upper class background lower their aspirations ed.ucationally and occupa

tionally, we can deduce that their initial v~_ue structures are trans

formed to suit the built-in bureaucratic subordination for the roles

with which they become identified,



HaJor Finds in terr.1S of I:ar:ger Issues: OccuJl1ttional Hovements
.thro~._CGF.:..te~}2E~~'l£L.I'ost-Secondary2dllcatior.

In the introduction it was being suggested that industrialized

states are relying more on the educational system to provide personnel

for their highly bureaucratized occupational structures, and the present.

stud:,' sheds some light on the role of community colleges ~/ithin this

process. Refer to Chart 3 for the following discussion.

The primary concern here is "v/hich 11 social classes move 11\/here 11

in the occupational structure; I1 what" educational avenues are being

used; "ho\>/" does type of learned, bureaucratic ideology fit into this

Five important phases can be defined, based on the preliminary

material all-'eady gat.hered in this paper.

(a) Phase one: bureaucratic ideology is either promoted in

the f~lily or it is not. We have learned that social class is the

main determinant. This is also true for educational and occupational

aspirations as well.

Cb) Phase two: based on previous familial socialization,

students prove themselves scholastically; and their educational and

occupational value structures are either reinforced or suppressed in

this phase. This is to say that although social class is instrumental

in promoting these values; the high school, neighborhood and peer groups

are also active agents. For the upper social categories high school

experience is definitely reinforcing; in the case of high school E, we

discovered that the lower social groups had high occupational and
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educati.onal values. The high school, therefore, is seen as that

i.nstitution which mayor may not affect value st.ructures depending

upon its "climate". The high school in question services a high socio

econowic neighborhood and in the case of this high school, probably had

n great influence on 10.·/e1' social categories. As for the HEPS reading,

we know that tests will show different results depending upon class

background; however, this is not yet a main factor in this phase.

(c) Phase three: it is to be argued that in North America,

two main educational institutions are responsible for processing their

members for positio~s in the upper portions of the occupational struc

ture; they are the universities and community colleges. Since the

universi ty is well established it has been well studied and He kno\v the

class bias' involved. vie know that students from the upper classes al

ready have the skills that facilitate success; and upon entry, one can

deduce from our studies on the high schools, that they are also bureau

cratically oriented. From the same study, He know that students from

the lower classes are scholastically capable but lack similar degrp-es

of bureaucratic orientation. Since the present study did not extend

itself into the university; and because there have been no known studies

to measure these traits, we really do not know the effect that univer

sities have on them. However, there is every reason to believe that,

due to the liberalizing "climate", the reinforcement or generation of

this orientation will not be as strong as in the community colleges.

One proposition is that, depending upon the occupational role image

that ultimately relates to the university program, the orientation
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't:ill "subtley" be affected in the mind dimension of the students.

At the same time, it is argued that due to the very fact that the

occupational roles through university are professional (found at the

top of the stratification system) a superordinate, elitist ideology

is being learned, preparing the student to interact with subordinates.

In the community college, on the other hand, our study tells

us that the reverse is happening and that part of the education is

bureaucratic indoctrination, enabling the graduates to enter the work

force as "subordinates" to "professionals". Our study shows the class

bias, through the over representation of lower-categories of Blishen's

groups.

It is proposed therefore, that these institutions are not only

acting as selective mechanisms to insure that relatively stable pro

positions exist in the upper half of the occupational structure but

that the appropriate attitudes in terms of the bureaucratic work

relationships are also learned.

(d) Phase four: the climax of educational experience, what

ever its form, leads to entrance into the occupational work structure.

1'lembers from the upper and 10vier socio-economic groups v/ho leave

university take on their roles in the real work force equipped with

professional type bureaucratic values. Their worlc situations provide

them with the legitimate sanction to give orders lower down the line;

but also to obey orders that come from above. Within the role context

ho\-:ever, there is ah,rays the possibility of one dEly, moving into

higher positions within the upper ends of managerr~nt and supervision.
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This is the next phase in our chart and the question concerning the

degree of bureaucratic qualities and commitment becomes an interesting

problem, especiallJ" in terms of what we knoVl about the bureaucratic

nature of these positions.

As for the members leaving the community colleges, at least

in Ontario where our study has taken place, the eraduates find employ

ment as "aides", "technicians" and "assistants". Those 10\'/er class

originating students, with previously low degrees of bureaucratic

orientation, no\". take on positions that are most rigidly structured in

terms of relationships to other occupational categories. Their only

real exposure to bureaucratic orientation OCCUTS in this phase, at

college. The reality is "terminal subordination" because they can never

"break" the professional "barrier" u...'11ess they reeducate themselves at

university and unlearn the subordinate-type, bureaucratic ideology that

went into their training. I say this is difficult and traumatic because

if one goes by the statistics provided by the Professional Engineers

Association of Ontario, on the numbers who move from the "technologists"

classification to "Engineer" status, one can safely preclude this possi

bility as a reality. It takes 10 years of study to perform this trans

formation of "self" through correspondence and extension courses. And

this is an educational transformation only, not a bureaucratic trans

formation, "'/hich mayor may not come after playing the role of a sub

ordinate during 10 years of work and study.

(e) Phase five: the top of any bureaucT2cy is top management

and supervision. The present research can only point out that graduates
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of community colleges, in the future, will find it exceeding difficult

to get to the top. Industries in Ontario have been occupationally

stratified in terms of unions and professional associations for a long

time. The latest association on the scene is O.A.C.E.T.T. (The Ontario

Association of Certified Engineering Technicians and Technologists) and

the fact that it was created by the leadership from the Professional

Engineers Association of Ontario should be tak.en as a significant

happening. ~l'he Engineers have set the stage for similar divisions in

other associations in order to distinguish themselves in terms of those

who have a university education and those \/ho have only college or less.

This type of professionalization makes for an even more rigid occupa

tional structure and precludes easy movement from category to category.

In tbe D.S.A. it is still possible for a technologist to call himself

an engineer, and to play that role, but the latest indications are that

they will eventually follow the Canadian set-up and clearly define who

is to use the prestigeous label of 'lengineerll.

I need only point to the pre-occupation of the Ontario Social

Workers Association to prove that the reaction of the Engineers is not

a limited affair. The O.S.W.A. is now attempting to define the rights

and obligations of the many social worker-technicians being processed

and 'llet loose" on the market to threaten the traditional vlOrk of the

professionals.

The newly evolving work structure, therefore, is latently in

suring that only university graduates, with legitimate status through

professional organizations, \Vill be able to move on to the top levels

of bureaucratic hierarchies.



There is onc other interesting fact that relates to bureau-

cratic orientation in Phase five and it COilles to us from the Research

D . .. f . An' O' 1 C 42lV1Slon 0 a maJor lCl'lCan 1 ompany. It was found that "the

less bureaucratic employee ...:as jude;ed to be the more effective v/orker

and the better prospect for advancement to a managerial position"!

This is another fact that suggests that technicians and technologists

in competition with university graduated professionals will lose in

the end. Considering the socieJ. class background, the superordinate

type of ideology internalized at hOr.le and university, then reinforced

in work, and the opportunities to shed the ideology structurally, the

university type graduate has all of the charc:.cteristics to alter his

value structure and nwve cthead.

Contributions of the Study and Suggestions for Further Reset'i.rch

The implications for further study are many and varied. They

can be found on two levels: macro and micro levels. To suggest the

macro, I need only raise the question "\o:hy are community colleges

spreading internationally to all industrialized natiop..s in the world?".

To provide the basis for research, it is necessary to examine the

slogan in North America that is used to promote its spread. Our

educationalist argue that "it provides for the diverse needs of the

community, hence it helps make possible equal education for all, at

all levels". If equal education (implying "all social categories")

is the objective, it ",/ould be more appropriate to design educational

42See Appendix B, p. la



institutions that could diagnose the class-based disabilities of

students and, after remedying them, place them back into one main

education system. Hore important therefore, let us clearly understand

what is meant by the "needs of the conmlUni ty". After studying the

majority of programs available, th~ir course contents and end products,

it should become obvious that the colleges exist to fulfill the'needs"

of either capitalistic or State bureaucracies.

'l'his is not only true for the community colleges; and it is

this fact that enables us to classify the specific role of the colleges

in terms of the occupational structure. Although the university has

traditionally been elitist, yet pc;.radoxically liberal, its end product

has aJways be~n oriented to the upper end of the occupational structure.

VIi th opportunities disappearing in a time of oversupply, a new educa

tional institution had to come onto the scene. It had to be vocational

and non-theoretical to service the general mass of post-secondary

aspirants \·.r1.thout endangering the top of the occupational structure.

In fact, it is one that has proven to be able to attract students v,ho

were not "meant" to be in university. And, of course, we know the

social classes that are, and will continue to be, drawn away from the

universities in the future. Th.is problem and solution is as true in

Japan, S",'eden, and Russia as it is in North America.

Relating this back to further research at the Macro-level, it

is proposed that cross-cultural studies be made on college programs;

extent of theoretical content; student background; social class bias;

and movement of graduating students within the occupationGtl structures.
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Related to this must be a study of the role of the newly

emerging semi-professional associations, their influence in the

industries, their effect on the social mobility of their members,

and their relationships with the state. And most important, is a

study of the role of the state in financing, structuring and directing

of the colleges.

At the mj.cro-level, and drawing specifically from the present

study, the following problems could be investigated:

(a) The BUshen Scale is dated du.e to the following:

(i) advent of community colleges, (H) the rise of professional

organizations, (iii) the recognition of college graduates by

industries, (iv) disassociation of professional groups from semi

professionals, (v) the hindrance of social mobility of technicians

and technologists, (vi) lowered salary for technologists doing the

work formerly done by professionals, and (vii) community recognition

and awareness of the graduates in terms of status and prestige.

(b) The L. V. Gordon, bureaucratic orientation scale needs

refinement to enable differentiation of types of internalized ideol

ogies. As it stands now, its performance is very similar to a ther

mometer. The problem is that, like a thermoffieter, it has its definite

limitations. The scale can11.ot indicate the difference between super

ordinate and subordinate orientations.

(c) Due to a lack of time, this study had to resort to cross

sectional analysis to generate a basis for the working hypothesis. It

is proposed that a longitudinal study be launched on the following levels:



(i) high school to community college or the university

(ii) 'communi ty -college to the 'tlork force

(iii) university to the work force

If carried out over a 3-4 year period, definite inferences could be

made under the existing theory and key variables in this paper.

Given this amount of time, other 'tleaknesses in this study

could also be overcome. For example, the unanticipated negative re

action of school administrators effected the direction and quality of

research. Spec~_fically, it produced a reluctance to (1) insist on

proper "sampling" procedures i and, (2) to request the scholastic

achievem~nts from their files for those participating in the testing.

The final weakness, of course, was the fact that there was no time to

obtain infcrmation on university students.
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APPENDIX A: COLLEGE X S'l'ATIS'l'ICS

T'ne statistics reproduced in detail on the follov,ing pages

are those obtained from College X. Pages one and two describe the

program and list the populations found in each. Pages three and four

show the proportions obtained, following the procedure for "quota

sampling".



r'lOHA\'lI~ COLLEGE OF APPLIED ARTS AHD TECmIOLOGY

FULL-TIHE STUDENTS .October 1-5, 1972

CHNOLOGY DIVISION
. ;;""

FIRST
YEAR

SEC01'1D
YEAR

THIRD
YEAR
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~hnoloav Proqrams
~ -

::hi tectural Technology SS 37 19
nputer Systems Technology 67 23 8
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HOHJ\~'lK COLLEGE OF' APPLIED ARTS NiD TECH~rOLOGY

-FULL-TII·~ STtiDE0lTS .October 15, 1972 (continued)
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SP1"iPLE SELECTION DESCRIPTION FOR QUOT}" SfJ,flPLING

Total Full Time Enrollment 2748 Sample

TeGhnology~Division 1217 26.57 (27)

Technology Programs 728 16.15 (16)

Technician Programs 489 10.84 (11)
------------

Architectural Technology 3.64 (4 )

Comp 11ter Systems Technology 3.21 (3)

Eng. Tech. - Civil 2.82 (3)

Eng. Tech". Electronics 4.23 (4)

Eng. rrech. - Mechanical 2.06 (2 )
. ..... j

(16)

Technician Programs

Architectural Technician

Civil Technician

Data Processing

E1ectron~cs Technician

1.60 (2)

1.57 (2)

2.63 (3)

3.65 (4)

(11)
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Busi.ness and Applied Arts

3 Yr. Programs'
.. .;,;",-

Business Admin.
1st year
2nd year
3rd year

12.51 (12)

8.37 (8)
~.27 (Lt j-

1.97 (2)
1.75 (2)

~

Communication Arts 3.17 (4)

Two Yr. Business 13

AccounU.ng
Fina.nce (&
Marketing
Secretarial

Ins. Admin)

Business)
- Legal )
..:. Med. )

2.45
2.02
2.89
5.84

(2 )
(2)
( 3)
(6 )

Ti--1O Yr. Applied Ar·ts .:. 7.06 (8)

Child Care
Community Planning
E.C.E.
Law and Security
Rec. Leadership
Social Services

S. Arvay

1.22 (1)
.77 (1)

1.71 (2)
1.17 (1)
1.66 (2)
1.08 (1)



APPENDIX B: THE QUt:STIONNAIRE AND NOTES ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE WEPS

The questionnaires reproduced in detail in this section can be

classified into three types; the first, on page 15, is the one used

for the high schools; the second, on pages lE) and 17, is the one for

the community college. The basic difference between the two is found

in the first two question-entries which deal wi~h levels or grades illld

type of program; otherwise, the remaining test items are identical.

The third questioDnaire, on pages 18 and 19, is the purchased instrument,

designed by L. V. Gardon to measure Bureaucratic Orientation. The pages

that precede page 1) are devoted to general Dotes on the de\'elopment

and methodology for the "vIEPS" instrument.
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HORK ENVIRONMENT PREt'i'EHENCE SCHEDULE ~ ViEPS

Leonard V. Gordon

State University of New York at Albany

-INTRODUCTION

~~eaucratic organizations are highly prevalent in today's society. The
identification of individuals who are particularly adaptable to this type
of vlOrk environment has been a mut.ter of practical concern and a bro-:ldcl'
understanding of their cha.racteristics h9.s been of considerable theoretical
interest. The Work Environment Preference Schedule or vn~ps should prove
useful for these sorts of objectives. The ~'lEPS is designed to measure a
personality ccnstruct, . "bureaucratic orientat:Lon," vfh.:t.eh reflects a cOTin~it

Dlent to the set of att1_tudes, values and behaviors that a1'8
1
characteristically

fostered and rewarded by and in bureaucratic organizations.

High scores tY"1'ify indi\riduals "fho are accepting of and. acquiescent to
authority, ....'ho prefer to have specific rules and guidelines to fol] OH, who
prefer impersonalized w:)rk relationships and 1-1ho seek the security :)f orgo.ni
zational and ~n~group identification. Low scores are made by individuals who
do not so characterize themselves.

The bureaucratic ori~ntation construct ,ms derived directly from the struc
tttral Bcb~~ of Max Weber (19t~), vmich described the ccrrmon denominator
characte:r:i.stic3 0f bureaucratic organizations. Four behavioral categories)
wh:1.ch parallel tb'.)se of Heber but describe individual rather th!ln organiza
tional chJJ.raeterintics, are incorporated in the HEPS. These are:

Self~SubordinB.tion - or a \rlll:tngness to fully COJlply with the stated "'fishes
of~lc1tohave dec:!.sions made for one by higher authority.

IL'Irpersonal:l.zBt:i.on - or a preference for impersonal or formal rela~:ionshil

vli'tli-otherD 011 the job, particularly with individuals at different :-:'gl,l:~'J
tional levelo.

H'4e Confort'lity - or a desire for the security that the follo',oring of rules,
regulations and standard operating procedures affords.

Trod5.t1,onf,U_GD - or a need for the security provided by ol-geniz.:l t..i.ona J.
Identificutro; and COnfOl>nity to the in-group norm.

111e \t1EPS should p::-ove to be a us~ful instrument fOT both research alld applied
pllil'0ses. The bureaucratic orientatlon construct has conceptual relevunce
for a n~lbcr of area3 such as organizational and industrial pay~~olcgy, educa
tion) persor~lity and social psychology. The content of the \~EPS has been

l"Bureau.crutic," as used here, refers to a particular type of organizational
structu:ce - one that is widely found in industrial, governmental,educ8.tional,
and l~eligious institutions. The popular and opprobrious use of this term to
represen-l; "red~tapetr und ineff:l.cicncy is not intended.
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found to be meaningful for 1) broad spectrum of pop\.uutions. ~.ilclHJ.::,.Jlr :L1dl1 , ,
trial and goveTnmentlJ.l employ~,es, college students, upper level 11i[11 school
students, older ret.tred people and m:l.litary officer and enlisted J?ers)!ucl.
Translations of the HEPS have yielded significant validities in a number of
other cultures.

Scores on the HEPS would be expected to be related to industrial turnover.
Individuals with hi.gh score s probably ,wuld be poorly suited for pos i tions
or organizations where initie. tive and j,ndcpendcnt judgrnent is cxpec';cd, Hhile
those with low scores might well be dissatisfied in restrictive or highly
structured ',ork envirorr.nents. The HEP3 should prove seTviceable 1'0..' use in
guidance, ,'here for given vocational obj ectives, the counselee I s work er..riron-

. ment preferences \o/O\ud be considered in conjunction \-lith the Hark climates
in usually available sources of employment (see Gordon, 1967a).

A counterpart form, the School Environment Preference Schedule or SEPS has
been designed for use at the high school and 10Her lcyels. HO\{ever, at the
11th and 12th grade levels where the world of \o/Ork is the frame :)f refe~ence,

as in occupational counselling, the vlEPS and not the SEF3 \'.'Ould be the instru
ment of choice. Beyond the 12th grade level the viEPS is the appropria te
instrument. It m~y be used into the retir~lent years and with the unskilic~,

the skilled and the professional.

ADHINISTR1\TION

The Work Envirop.m~nt Preference Schedule is self~administering. The required
directions are presented in full on the form itself. There is no time limit anj
everyone should be permitted to finish. Most respondents ...'!ill co:nplete the KEPS
in 10 minutes or less. Fifteen minutes should be ample for all ind.:i.viduals.

SCORING

Only a sin7,le total score is obtained for the HEPS. ~he level of the rela
tionships 8JU:Jng the categories noted during the develo¥nent of the villPS
rendered inadvisable any attempt to generate separate subscales or suh~

scores (see DevBlopment).

The "illPS is scored by givi11{~ two points for each response of "Stror.g1y .I\L~rp.e"

or "Agree," one point for "Undecided" or "Disagree," and zero points for
"St:rongly Disagree. I1 'l'his scori.ng scheme \·18.8 found t.o be opti.!T'0.,l or; (,)).

basis ~f internal and e},,-ternal item analys~s of data frO"m diverse V:):otliu
tions. - Scoring is easily acco-.:nplished by counting the number 01' "Strongly
Agree" and "Agree" responses, ruultiply:tng this value by two, and adding the
resultant prod.uct to the sum of the "Undecided" and "Dic.mgree 11 resp·~'nses.

A scoring box to facilitate this simple cOillputation is provided at the bottom
of the test form.

2rwo other scoring methods are used with scales of the pres~nt tJrpe, the tre
ditiom.J. Likert weights ran.gi.ng fram 1 to 5, and weights of 2 for "agree ll find
11 strongly agree" and of 1 for the other responses. (Korn and Gidclan, 15'64).
The present scoring method, which considers "extremeness response set ll variance
as potentially valid variance on the "'hole has been found to yield higher vali
dities than either of the others (Gordon, 1967c, Kikuchi and Gordon, 19700.,
Gordon, 1971b).
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RELIABILITY

The coefficient alpha reliabil:i.ty of the HEPS ",as faund to be .90 sep-.'1.rntely
for Peace Corps and Cou.!lselor samples. The long range stabllity of \..JEPS
scores ,.;aB assessed by adrninistering the iJl.strUClcnt t'dce to a sample of le<5
Army ROTC st.udents, ",10th a 16 mouth intervnl behleen testing. The resultant
produce nl~nent correlation of .65 reflects acceptable score stability, parti
cularly since theROTC program WOs designed in purt to produce changes in
bureaucratic values.

1I.TORHS Al\TJ) Dfl'ERPRE.rA'lIION

Normative data are important for relating an individual's score to those of
reference groups of interest. Norms for genere.li.zed p;;rpuJ_1ltions vlill not
necessarLly serve this purpose best. In m~ny, if not nost, instances the
local group .till represent the more meaningful frame of reference and the
development of local norms wO\l~d be indicated.

A set of percentile norms are appended to the manual. Some are based on
generalized samples~ others on specialized samples, the latter being presented
for illustrative purposes only.

It should be cautioned that use of th8 v~S for personrrel decisions must be
based on evidence of validity of both practical and sts:tisU.cal signj.ficance.
In such evaluaUons the HEPS should be adm.inistered l.lDCZr circumstances simi
lar to those in "'hlch the instrument will be used ope rc:.t.j.onally , and, as a
matter of sotmQ practice periodic re-validation is urgr::ii. Further, for assess
ment purposes, WEPS scores must be considered in the li;ht of all other perti
nent :information, regarding the individual, his work gr':iUp, his duties and/or
his larger organizational settin~. As is the case wj.tk other single test
scores, informa tion yielded by the li7EPS is not su:ffici~""'lt in its mm right
'for decision making purposes.

DEVELOPHE1"T

The classical bureaucratic model is characterized by a ~yrnmd.d, consistir.g
of positions which are ordered into a hierarchical syst~ of supcr and sub
ordination. Each position has well-defined activities ;and responsibilities,
demnnding specialized cOillpetence, and with authority delimited to thflt neces
sary for the discharge of its duties. Enployees function as reprenentatives
of particular positions, which define the degree of fornality and ~hc na~u:e

of the relationships to be observed. Ultimate control of the organization
rests at the top of the hierarchy. Reliability of beh8~ior is maintnined
by direct:l.ves, by rules and regulations and by standard o:,:"\cTotill.g procedures
which prescribe the exact manner in which duties are to: be performed.

A personality construct "bureaucratic orientation" was postulated as reflect
ing a commitment to the set of attitudes, values} and b~h9viors that are
characteristically fostered and re·ward.ed i.n the aboV'e tj~e of organization.
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The first step in the mea.surement of this construct required the devel·.)p"
ment of n I3chemn that would specify the purticu~llr clasRen of attituclc;',
values, and behaviors to be :I_ncluded. To this end, the theoreVcal anC
research literature 'fag reviewed. The original descriptive schema of Max
Weber (1946), which identifies the common denominator characteristics of
bureaucratic organizations, appeared to be particularly suitable for this
purpose. Accordingly, a set of categor1es parallel to those of Heber, but
describing individual rather than organizational char.acteristics, was pre
pared. These included, along with Self~Subordination, Impersonalizati.on,
Hule Conformity and Traditionalism, a fifth category called COlJr(.}-'.lrtn":mt
alization which reflected complete confidence in expert judgille!1t~~nd ,~
need to restrict one's concern to one's ovn area of specialization.

Items vrere then ,yritten for these five categories, each item b~;ing worded
60 that agreement ~rould reflect acceptance of the bureaucratic norm. No
attempt ",as made to control for acquiescence by the usual technique of item
reversal since acquiescence itself was assumed to be a characteristic of
bureaucratic orientation.

It was intended that the measure of bureaucratic orientation ~rould be broadly
applicable. Accordingly, data from sf~ples of both sexes and fr~n highly
diverse populations ~iere obtained for item analysis Pur:P0ses. Included Here
a nationally-rep3esentative s~llple of civil service workers at all organi
zational levels, students in trade training programs, college students,
high school students and miL~tary personnel.

It was found. that Compartmentalization items were unrelated. or negatively
related to those of the other four categories, particul~rly at the higher
organizatio~l levels. On the other ~~nd, it~~s from t~e other four cate
gories "rere h:tghly interrelated, with a sin31e factor a.ccounting for almost
all of their content variance. Since different.j.al category scoring '''':Jnld be
inappropriate, Corrrpartmentaliz.ation .m.s eliminated fro:u the final form. 1"'-;1'

each of the four remaining cD.tegories, six items tnat had the most satis
factory internal statistics a.cross samples in terms of variances ani!. relati.nn··
ships to the total ca~egory score 'Here selected. These 24 items C''')nBt.~t.ui

the final instrument. 4,"

3The cooperation of Robert l~stings, Executive Assistant to the President,
state, County and Municipal ThIployees Association - AFL-CIO, ,ho ac,sumed
responsibility for this extensive testing, is gratefully ucknowledged.

4The decision te elirninate the Compartmentalization itens ,ms made just
after the presentation of an invited paper at the X\lIth International Congr~ss

of Applied Psycholom" (Gordon, 1968a). Accordingly, in the republication of :-ns
paper (Gordon, lS<o9) and in its subsequent expansion (Garden, 1970a) data based
on 30 items, which included six Compartmentalization items, were reported.

5The cOulponent of Comparunentalization which reflects coolplete confidence in
expert judgment was found to be an associated aspect of bureaucratic orienta··
tion for the youn.ger student. This category, renamed TTIncriticalness,lI is
included in the school form - the SEPS.
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RELfl.'1'IONSHIPS TO OI'HER HEASURES

Merton (1940), i{eber (1946) and others have proposed that work envir8n
ments represented by the bureaucratic organizational m0del 'VlOuld appeal
to individuals with certain specified pc~sonality characteri.stics. If the
yillPS does in fact assess the indivi_dual's acceptance of the bureaucratic
norm, significant relationships Hi th measur~s of such chs.racteristics ,'/ould
be expected. Correlations bet':Teen the WEPS and values as measured by the
Survey of Interpersonal Values (Gordon, 1960) and Survey of Personal Values
(Gordon, 1967b) provide one such set of relationships. Results based en
five different samples are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Correlations between the HEPS and the Gordon Survey of Intgr-.
personal Values (srv) and Survey of Personal Values (SPV).

Peace Officer Trade College College
Corps Trainees Trainees Ma.les Females Average

SIV (N=58) (11=95) (N=91) (N=60) (N:::l08) (N=412)

Support .13 -.01 .19 -.23 .19* .07
Conformity .44·** .45** .35** .47** .24':1* .3Tf<-'k
Recognition .21 .16 .20 .31* .31** •24-l("*
Independence -.42-a -.31** -.23* -.45** -.10 - •27-l.'-1{
Benevolence -.05 .01 -.24* -.05 -.19* -.12*
Leadership -.29* -.19* -.15 .13 -.20* - .15~-

SW

Practical Vd.ndedncss .28* .10 .10 .28* .12 .16**
Achievement -.42** -.23* -.02 -.06 -.17 - .17->-L){.
VarIety -.34** -.210

)1- -.27** _. 44~Hf -.22* - •28·H·
DeciRivenes s -.39"ll-* -.17 -.19 -.24 -.09 - .1C})H-
Orderliness .45** .33** .31**- ; .1~5~ .27** .34~~l

Goal Orientation .38** .20* .14 .14 .11 .l&)(-l\'

Highly consistent significant relationships will be noted between the WfDS
and four of the value scales, in a positive direct~~on ",ith Coni'oTIi.1Hy and
Orderliness and in 8. negative direction ;.;ith Independence and Variety.
Thus, individuals who score high on bureaucratic orientation are incl:"ed
to place a high value on conformist behnvior and on being systematic and
orderly, and a low value on having person..ql independence of action and on
engaging in new or varied activities. These results ere in full accord
both with prior findings regard.i.n.g need satisfaction in bureaucratic envi
ronments and with inferences derivable from bureaucratic theory.

Additionally, significant relationships are noted for seven other value
dimensions. Podtively "Tith Recognitton ~ Pra cticnl E.i.ndedness and Goal
Orientation and negatively wj.th B~nevolence~ Leadersr~p, Achievement and
Decisiveness. Thus, bureaucratically oriented individuals tend to place
a higher value on being treated as important, on taking care of their
possessions and on hn\~ng clearly defined work objectiveS, and a lower
value en trntin~ othor people ,·dth consideration, on belng in a leadcr
sh:i.p position, on setting high standards of accomplishment for themselves 7

61n this find following tables one (*) ond two (~~) ssterisks reflect
significance at the .05 and .01 levels, respectively.
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or on carrJ,ng to quicl.. decisions. Certain of' these charG~terist:Lcs reSt ::1ble
the opprobr:!.ou8 stereotype of the bureaucrat, and are r~tin18cent of SC'~1e

of the dysfunctional characteristics of bureaucracy desCl'ibed by !<1erton (1940).

Product moment correlations betvreen the HEPS and scales :::If the Allport
Vernon-Lindzey study of Valu.es based on u Peace Corps sa~ple (N=66) are
presented in ~i'8.ble 2. 'l'he HEPS is significantly associet-ed positively with
the Econornic vc\lue and negat::l.vcly \·:i th the Aesthetic val:::e. Thu.s, the more
bureaucratically oriented individual is inclined to have: a higher regard for
wnat is useful and for the practical affairs of the busiRcss world and to be
less interested in a diversity of experience or the arti.'stic eplsodes of 11.:e.

Table 2. Product moment correlations betvTeen the HEPS Clnd A study of Values.

Values:
Theoretlcal
Economic
Aesthetic

r.
.00
.4&**

-.34**

Values:
Social
Political
Religious

r
-.13

.14
-.08

Correlations ~lith certain other personality scales, baseili on samples of 108
female and 81 male college students are presented in Table 3. The rnost pr~)

nounced relatlonships are with Authoritarianl~3m, as meascrred by the Calif01'nin
F Scale (Adorno} et 0.1, 1950) and 'Id.th Rokeach' s (1950) T.eB.sure of Dovnatism.
Both are in directions congruent v:i.th bureaucratic theory, high 'dEPS scores
being associated \dth being authoritarian and dogmutic. ACQuiescence (Couch
and Ken5.ston, 1960) which was assQ~ed to be related to bIreaucratic orientation,
is fOUIld to cc.orrela te significantly with the h'EPS both fo.:r the fCliw.le and cor..1
bined samples, bnt to a modest clegree.

Table 3. Correlations bet"ieen the HEPS and other persoD."£lity variables.

Female Male TotRl
Variable (N=108) (N=8l) (N-189)

Authoritarianism (Lev'inGon) .50>'t* .66** .59")(-
Dogmatism (Ro]ccach) .43** .47** .45**
Acquiescence (Couch-Kenniston) .27** .08 .20 l ,*

Religious Conservatism (Couch) .25** .33** .28**
Internal-External Control (Couch) .20* .39"d .2<3**
MacbiaV'ellianism (Q1ristle) -.11 -.19 -.2(){(-*'
Social Desirability (1.1arlowe..Cro\,me) .00 .11 .07

Scores on the HEPS arc also positj.vely associated with Re-ligious Conservatism
o.s measured by the brief Couch (15)50) scale, a finding c:·:-;,si.stent wlth the
nature of the bureaucratj.c orientation construct. A significant positive
con'elation is also found \dth Couch's (1950) measure of Internal-External
Control., on ,,,hieh high scores reflect a belief that hard 'h'ork pays off. For
the total group, n siGnificant negative relationship is:r::oted with Hachiavel
lianism (Christic, 196!t) suggesting thnt bureaucnlticall~ oriented individuals
are disinclined to be mnnipulati'\1'\2 of others - they simp"!iy follo'.• oyders and
adhere to rulen and regulations. The zero correlation H.ith Social D~sirabil.ity
(Crovmc-H.s.rlo'l'c, lS64) suggests that for the group as a ~\ll1Jle endorsing bureau
cratic sent:Lnents is not associated vrith a desire to make El fe.vorable impression.
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In the first, (Bronzo, 1<)66), the HEPS was administered to an entire class
of 172 Boston College Air Force H01'C cadets during their firs t Y0ur in the
two year program. At the start of the second year 77 or 44.7 percent of
the class either had resigned or had not elected to continue. The eY~ected

difference beb"een·the means of the drop-out and continuing groups Has ~ound

to be sienificant ut .01 level of confidence (Table 5), end the predictive
validity of the HEPS against the dichotom6wi- "tUrnover" criterion is rep
resented by a biserial correlation of .50.

Table 5. Predictive validity of the VIEW for a sample of Ai.rForce
ROTe cadets against a retention-drop-out criterion.

Group N Hean SD
Remaining 95 31.1 5:"3
Drop-out 77 26.5 4.9

Difference ~~-* r = .50x"*

In the second study (Gordon, 1970b), Army ROTC students at all four grade
levels at Siena College vrere given the HEPS early in 1969. At that time
the program \vas mandatory for the first two years and voluntary for the
remainder. l'he follo\dng year ROTe was made voluntary at all levels, and
the WEPS means of those who re-enrolhld and those who did not were ccmpared.
It vril1 be noted (Table 6) that at each of the three rete stable levels (the
original sen::'or group had gl"e.duated) those wh~ re-enrolled ~-lere on the El ver
age the more bureaucratic, having the significantly higher vrEPS mean.

Table 6. Mean YiEPS differences between students who re-enrolled in an ROTe
progrnm and those "ho did not (vd.th biserial equivalents).

Class (1,269-70) S~Db.omore
~

N x.lean SD N
Junior
Hean -, SD N

Senior---Hean SD

Re-enrolled 34 34.5 5.7
Non Re-enrolled 145 31.7 6.2

Difference ~~~

l' (one-tail tests) .26~*

35
56

33.0 5.1
30.5 6.8
2.5-l:-
.25*

57
10

33.4 4.9
29.3 6.3
4:T-¥.

.1j.2+

In the third military study, the HEPS was adm.inistered to the entire class
of 472 seniors at the United states Hilitary Academy one \-leek pri~r to
graduation (Bridges, 1967). Eacil cadet then indicated, in probability terms,
the likeliho~l of his resigning his c~ssion after his obligated term of
service '\-ras completed. Hhen the cadets were divided into f01Jr groups, rep
resenting graduated degrees of stated military career ccmluitment, a :nonotonic
relationship was found bet·ween means of stated career mativation and the WEPS ,
n'1th the F-ratio among means being significant at the .01 level (Table 7)~

Table 7. Concurrent vo.lidi.ty of the WEPS for a senior U.S. Hilitary
Academy sample o.go.inst a career motivation criterion.

Level of l1otivati~n N l·i~an SD
Very higll----- 1I6 31.9 ~l

High 174 29.4 5.8
Hoderate 144 27.4 6.6
Lm'1 38 21.0 8.3

Total 472 28':E b:b l' == • 44.y,-Xo
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For the entire sample, the cQp.(;urrent Yulidi ty of the 1IEPS against tL! '3 o.rm:'
career motivation criterion was reflected by a prod.uct moment correlL:t,ion
of .44. (A validity of the Gut e rr..agnitude \tdS obtained in a replicated
study with the senior class the follo\dng ye-a l' ) •

~fO stud5.es, conducted in the Orient, "ere designed to relate villPS scores
to the employees' feelings of sat1sfaetion \dth D..spects of their highly
bu.'rco.ucratic "lOrk environments. In the first, (Gordon nr.ri Kilmchi, 1970b)
the vTEPS (ill translatton) \,as f1dministercd to seV"erol rrnle srun:rles in silk
and steel co~~tnies in Jap£~n, followed by a standardized measu~e of industrial
morale 'YThich assessed the worker's feeling of job secuTity and pr~no·Uon pos
sib:!.lity, CorrelajGions behlccn the HEPS and morale measure were positi V'C Cor
all samples (Tnble 8) 'Yd.th a aignificant (p < .01) uvurege value of .35. Thus,
the more bureaucra.tic8.lly oriented ell\ployee Has inclined to feel more secure
and to think of his company as offering the greater prospect of ad\~nccment.7

Table 8. HEPS means nnd standard devi.ntions for male Japanese industrial
samples and correlations Ylith an ind.ustrial morale inde~{.

N Mean SD l'-
Factory Horkers 23 36.1 5.0 .34

(Silk)
Cleric:ll Horkers 17 34.3 6.2 .67*
Mechanical Workers 33 35.8 4.3 .10
Mechanical Super\~SOTS 15 36.8 5.5 .41
steelworkers 35 32.4 5.2 .36*

-_....<-_....-~..__.. --
In the second (Gm'don and Khalique, 1971), both the VlEPS and a more.le scale
\lere ac1mi..11isterecJ. to every fourth n:sle school teacher on the roster of four
large secondary schools in r~tna, India. The morale scale vffiS designea to
assess the teacher's ov~r-all satisfaction with his,assi;ned duties, his
colleagues, his superiors and the genel~al actions of the higher admilllstrati;)n.
When the teachers were divided about equally into upper, middle anj 10\·,Ci' f,,:,:",ups
on the basis of their morale scores, the W~PS means for the three sr\.)up~ '··Tere
found to differ significantly frcm one another (p < .05), the higher the level
of expressed morale, the higher the average HErS score ('lnble 9). This rela
tionship is reflected by a product m~nent correlation of .58 (p <.01) for the
entire sample.

Table 9.' ~~ps means and standard deviations for Indian teachers in the
upper, middle and lower morale groups.

Group N Hean SD

Upper 15 42.0 10.4
Middle 16 34.2 5.3
LO\fer 15 27.7 9.7

l' = .58**

7The use of test translations in other cultures is discussed in Gordon and
Kikuchi (1966), Gordon(1968b), and Kih.-uchi and Gordon (1970b).
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Another other-cu.l.tural study (Gordon and Khlllique, 1971) bearing on the
validity of the \"rEPS -r-rtlS conducted d.uring u p",rtiallyeifective teachers I

strike $.n the state of Bihar, Inelia. Despite \mrningn by the government,
about half of thes~condary school teachers (all male) ~ent on strike for
increased economic b~nefits. All accessible teachers ~~ the upper two pay
levels, incJ..ucl:J.ng those who part.lc:tpated in the strike and those ,,,ho refused
to strike were administered the WEPS. As anticip~t.ed, a significant (p <.05)
difference :ill bureaucratic or:tentat:ton "ras found behJeell the t\·{O groups,
(Table 10) those "rho !S1.ili Jo,;antly opposed the bureaucratic authorities having
the 101'ler HEPS mean. 'Ihe biserial correlation equivalent of this difference
is .40.

Table 10. '{8PS means and standard deviations of striking and non
striy~ng Indian teachers.

Gr0'E2 N Mean SD

Non-strikers 22 35.9 11.4
strikers 27 28.2 11.6

Difference 7.1"* r = .40*

Selznick (1943) obnerved that bureaucratic attitudes (of the type measured
by the ~~fS) are differentially held among organ2zation levels, being stronger
at the lmier levels and weaker at the higher. Data obtained on the develop
mental form of the HEPS from sup0rvisory and non-supervisory personnel in the
same orga,nizations (civil service employees ~ institutional nurses and high
school teachers) consistently revealed significant mean differences (p< .01)
between le\~ls, those at the higher levels being the less bureaucratic.
Parenthetically, diff2rences among levels "ere not fot~d in Jay2n, in the
steel and s5.1k comp9.nies, ''lhere fixed. role definitions and traditionalistic
ally determined beha\~or characterize all organizatiolwl levels.

The direction of the relationship between socres on the 1,IlEPS and performance
ratings in bt1.reaucratic organizations 'Hill depend on such factors as level,
the particluar job requir~~cnt, organizational clLn~te, and the behavioral
expectation:;; of those making the e valuations. F'ollowU-g arc some findings
of interest in this regard.

A study was conducted by the Research Division of a roB.jor American oil com
pany to deterr~~ne the relationship between bureaucratic orientation and t~10

operational indices of job effcctiYeness. The \or7;.,PS 1ms administered to a
national sample of 149 non-rnanageriol 'l-mrehouse personnel Hho were respon
sible for the care, custojy and delivel~ of the company's products to cus
tomers and service stations. 'the concurrent validity of the WEPS \dth rated
job perfcl~nce ~~s -.26, and w~th promotion potential ~~s -.36, both signi
ficant at the one percent level. Thus, the less bureaucratic employee was
judged to be the more effective worker and the better prospect for advance
ment to a managerial position.

A study supported by the Ne'rl York state Department of l~ental Hygiene ",-as
designed in part to deter-mine the relationship between bureaucratic orien
tation and ei'fectiveness of mental hospital support personnel. The samples
consisted of h,o t~rp.es of persOlmel. 'Iree first 'Here experienced employees
in hospitals at five locations, three in one eastern state (A, B, and C)
and two in the west (D and E). 'l'hese people "Iere pri~qrily employed as
aides and food service and C11stodinl personnel. The second type of per
sonnel ",ere students in a Psychological Aide Training IH';)i?,ram in a third
western hClspital (F). 'I'he levBl of eA"Perience of memb~rs of this group was
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minimal, being larGely associated with their training. For members of each
samplc, two sets of ratings were obtained. ,The first, Personal Relations,
represented an ability to interact with patients in a warm, suppar·tive-arld
congental m;:i.nner in day by d.o.y relationships; the 8econd~ Hark Effect!veness,
aFJseosed the ind.i.v-ldual l a effectiveness on t.he job. For theexperienced
r~rsonnel, ratings yiere obtained from Hork group peers at the eastern instal
lations and frcxll [lupervisory personnel at tbe Ylestern hospit!lls. For the
Psychological Aide trainees ratings were obtained from both peers and instruc
ti.onal staff. Except for installation E, th~ proportion of male employecs
was very small and accordingly results are reported oP~y for the females.

Table 11.

Exnerienced
~-- ....

Eastern A
Eastern D
Eastern C

Western D
Western E

Trainees

Correlations between ~~PS and Ratings of Personal Relntions and
Work Effectiveness for female experienced mental health hospital
employees and student trainees.

Personal Hork
Rating N Relations Effecth"eness Mean SD

Peer 45 -.34* -.31-1(· 35.7 5.2
Peer 73 - .31*'~ -.12 36.1 5.5
Peer 57 -.22 -.17 37~3 5.6

Sup. 45 -.33* -.49H 21.8 7.1
Sup. 36 .33* .28 32.7 7.2

Western F Sup.
Peer

37
37

.16

.29
.09
.16

For the eastel~ samples, (1~ble 11) corre)~tions between the vffiPS and the
two criteria are negative in sign, indicating that ~he more bureaucratic
individuals are perceived by their peers as interacting less effectively _rith
patients and as perforrning less well in their work assignments. Beparnte
analyses for Black and Caucasian personnel at the eastern hospitals (Table
32) reveal similar direction,,'J.l relationships for both races. Further HEPS
means for the Black and Caucadan samples across installations .rere not fOU.11d.

to differ significantly (p< .05).

Table 12. WEPS means and validities for female Black and Caucasian
mental health hospital employees.

Personal Work
Re.ting N Relations Effectiveness t-1ean SD

Black Peer 96 -.27* -.16 36.9 5.1
Caucasian Peer 79 -.30* -.19 35.9 5.7

Difference 1.0

Correlations for the trro exparienced western samples (Table 11) consisting of
Anglo-American females, are not directionally consistent, 'trlth significant
negative and positive relationships occurring respectively for the tyro hos
pitals. It is instructive to note that sample E for wham the ~ffiPS has positive
validity is substanti.ally (p < .0].) more bureaucratic than snmple D. H1111e th,:'!
two groups were equ.i.val.ent in educational level, the former ¥las sj.gnificant1y
older and had longer 8xperience in a mental health setting. For the inexper
ienced trainees, the \<t'EPS is podtively but non-significantly associated 'IQth
instructor ratings.
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Correlntiono of the HEPS Hith uge, length of service, joh flfitisfaction, erlu

otll.lowd ,lov{l1 tw(1 t1 r,~tJJlt;Hl lIc;n,lth V/(ll'h .J'lH1v.iIJllld. 1'cwL I1l'(1 pnwr1l\t.C111 1.11 'j'n!)lo

13 for the six lnstallDti~n3. Jot r,atisfnction wau measured on 0 aimplc ['ive
point scnle. The \;l~rk Jud@nent Test, prepared by the rim'l Y~rk Ci.nl Service
CQjwU.6sion, described problems that might arise ydth patients find :required
the respondent to identify the preferred solution.

Tnble 13. Relationships of the I'TEPS \vith selected vadDbles for female
mental health hospital e~mployees at six installations.

INSTALLATIOn
A B C D E F Average

(N=45) (N=73) (N=57) (N=36) (N::L~5 ) (N=37) (N=293)

\.ge .31* .01 .18 .27 .18 .44* .20**
!Jcpcrj.ence .29* -.16 .44** .32 -.05 .11 .14-)(-
rob Satisfaction .14 .31** -.02 .38* .19 .12 .19**
~ucatioDal Level -.57** -.4y,* -.22 -.42* -.3Lj.-t:- -.38* -. 39~~
~ork Judgment -.36* -.34-h-* -.4l'l'·* -.27 ~.19 -.17 -.30~-

On the whole, the HEPS is positively associated \.Qth age, length of service and
job satisfaction. The more bureaucratic employee tends to be older, to have
a longer period of service and to be better satisfied ~~th her job. Tae WEPS
also is related but in a negative direction to educational level and to the
work jUdgment measure. Thus, th~ more bureaucratic hosp:ltal employee is
inclined to be the more poorly educated and to b~ less 8vmre of how to cope
with problems that might arise with patients iJithin the hospital.

GROUP DIFFERill{CES

Evidence regarding the \~lidity of the h~PS also may be obtained by examining
means of groups 'Jhose organizational circumstances differentially fit the
model on .lhieh the instrument is based. D!lta. for s'everal groups are presen ',cd
in Table 14. It may be nc-ted that very high means are :fou..'1d for individ_~al;.:

who had over-adapted to a higr~y bureaucratized enviro~ent - male and female
residents at El Veteran I s Administration domiciliary, m~st of whom hed been at
the domiciliary for nn ex"tcnded period of time viith psychosomatic cor~pl8.:i.nts
and with ..,ho."11 at'cempts at rehabilitation had been unsuccessful. Likewise
very high means i-[ere also obtained for experienced hospital service personnel
of both sexes. On the other hand, substantially lower means occur for Peace
Corps volunteers, tested at the end of training, and for ur.iversity faculty.
Members of the latter groups were largely responsi~le fer structuring their
own "lorle environments and for InB:Y..ing their Diill decisions.

The vffiPS means in Table 14 are simply illustrative and are not intended to
characterize broad populations. For example, mean differences may be found
among similar occupational groups fram different comps,nies or regions or of
different age or educational levels. The means presented ~dll serve as a
useful frame of :reference for assessing the level of me~ns obtained for
particular smaples of concern.
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Tabl.e 14. Illustrative means and standard deviations for the HEPS.

Male N 1-1ean SD

V.A. Dom:l.ciliary Residents 171 39.6 6.7
Oil C~~pany Delivery~en 149 37.8 5.2
Hospital Servi.cc Personnel 25 35.0 7.0
Hero:ln Addlcts ~ hospitalized 66 33.2 6.0'
1u1r.y ROTC S+udents 393 32.1 6.2
Cormnunity CoJlege students 91 31.5 5.7
Oil ComparW Salesmen 138 29.7 5.8
~lilitary AcadcID0' Seniors 472 28.8 6.6
High School Seniors 123 _~7_~.L_ 8.4
College Students (education) 81 27.5 6.4
Guidance Counselors (H.S.) 48 26:r 7.5
Peace Corps Volunteers 46 25.5 8.5
Professors (education) 21 20.4 8.2

Female--
V.A. Domiciliary Residents 32 39.6 5.8
Hospital Ser\'ice Personnel 207 36.7 5.5
High School Seniors 129 28.3 7.0
Guidance Counselors (H.S.) 20 27.4 5.0
College Students (education) 108 27.2 6.1
College Health Nurses 50 26.5 5.3
Peace Corps Volunteers 20 23.0 7.7
Professors (education) 12 . 21.8 8.3

USES OF THE \<lEPS

The individual differences measure generated frdm the bureaucratic organiza
ti.onal model is of interest from a number of points of vie'''. First, in
recent years serious attention has been paid to the cOD~l~ence between indi
vIdual and en\~ronmental \~riables, such as the individual's need system and
the environmental press or his role expectation and the orgunlzati0nal norm.
Underlying this particular emphasis is the asslli~ption that the sreater the
congruence between the orientation of the individual and that of the organi
zation, the greater the satisfaction of the indiyj.dual and the more likely
he is to remain in it. Early efforts in this direction are exemplified by
the work of Pace and Stern (1958) and Gouldner (1957) in their respective
studies of students and professionals in academic settings. The HEPS provides
a measure of the individual's orientation to"Tard those attitudes, vulues, and
beha\~ors ~~at are fostered in a highly prevalent type of organizational cli~

mate, and 'wuld be expected to be predictive of his adaptability to it. Thus,
the WEPS could be potentially useful for selection, assignment or guidance
purposes.

Second, the climate of an organization or organizational unit is an important
datwn for both aclm:l.nistrative and. research purposes. Em'lever, its direct mea
surement is sometimes cumbersome, threatening or othenrlse dj.fficult to achieve.
By relating employee evaluations to their WEPS scores, inferences may be made
as to the extent to '''hich bureaucrQtJc att:Ltudes and values are revlBr<i.ed by
a porticular supervisor, \·:ithin n particular unit, j,n IXlrticular ty-pes of
positions "rithin the organization, or in the organization as a "Thole.
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Third, the ir:1p~ct of bureaucracy on the personal:l.ty of the indi,,-ldual has
been a matter. of considerable concern t::J organizatj.onal and other theorists.
Merton (191~O)) for example, spoke of personality change as being a probable
major. out.com~~ of bureaucratic service, Hebcr (19ttb) expressed concern that
grmdng bur.eaucracy was "partialling out the soul" of ITdlkind, and Blau and
Seotot (1962) remarked that. " ."the posslbility that free men became m~re

cogs in the bureaucratic machineries 18 one of the ~re8test threats to our
liberty." ECtch has stressed the importance of research in thin area. The
"bvTcaucre.tic orients.tion" construct, as measured by the 'YlEP3, 1wu.ld be
partic:ularly meaningful in such research since it reflects an intended out
co.-ne of the bureaucratization process. Changes in HEW scores with length
of service would constitute d:i.rectly relevant data; that personality dimen
sions which are most highly correlated w1th the 'HEPS v:cmJ_d be most suscep~

tible to the bureauc!~tic press, would represent a rea~onable research
hypothesis.

And final~r, "bureaucratic orientation," like authoritarianism and dogmatism,
\lould seem to be an important personality construct in its aim right. It
substun.e:J behuvior that is both prevalent and socially sign:i.ficant, and differs
from constructs measured by other available instrumentation. A continuation
of the mapping of the constellat:ton of characteristics related to this con..
struct, begun L~ the present. study, would be of theoretical signj.ficance.
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BY LEONARD V. GORDON

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK ATALBANY

In most organizations, there are differences of opinIon as to how the organization should be run, or

how people should conduct themselves. Follmving are a number of statements concerning tbese matters.

You are asked to give your own personal opinion about each.

Specifically, this is what you are asked to do. Examine each statement nnd using the key provided be

low, decide on the extent to which Y.Q£ agree or disagree with the statf'ment. Then blacken the space

under the .appropriate symbol, on the line next to that statement.

Please look at the example below. Suppose that you strongly disagree with the statement ":).1fety rules

are. made to be broken." First, you would notice that SD stands for Strongly Disagree on the key. Then,

you would blacken the space under SD on the line next to the statement. Notice that this has beer.
done for you.

Key:
Example:

Safety rules are made to be broken .••.
SA U o so

SA - Strongly Agreel'
A - Agree .

U - Undecided ~

o Di sogrcc ~

SO - Strongly Disogree fJ
___u __~~~_-~.·)~.......&,:,:"t".i.

You may find yourself agreeing strongly with some of the statements and disagreeing JUSt as suongly
with others. In each instance, blacken the space under the symbol that comes closest to representing

your own opinion. V.'nether you agree or disagree with a particular statement, you can be ~;urc that many

other people feel the same way you do. Be sure to make one choice for every statement. Do not skip
any statements. Now, go ahead.

E..
u.

1. People at higher levels are in the best position to

make important decisions for people below them •

SA I.>.. U D SD

...
o
o
o

.J:
V

III

2. Relationships within an organization should be based SA A U D SD
on position or level, not on personal considerations .......

3. In dealing with others, rules and regulations should SA A U D SD
be followed exactly ••.•••••••••.•• . .......

4. A person's expression of feeling about his organization

should conform to those of his fellows ...•••.••

5. A person's first real loyalty within the organization

is to his superior •••..•. • ••••••.••••

SA

SA

A

A

U

u

D

D

SD

SD

6. Formality, based on rank or position, should be

maintained by members of an organization •••.

7. A person should a void taking any action that might

be subject to criticism. . ....•••.•. ~ .•

SA

SA

A

A

U

u

D SD

D SD

8. Outsiders \'.'ho complain about an organization are

usually either ignorant of the facts or misinformed

9. In a good organization, a per.son's future career

will be pretty well planned out for him. .. ••

SA

SA

A

A

U

U

D

D

SD

SD

Pkase turn the page and go on.
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Key: SA - Strongly Agree
A - Agree
U - Undecided
D - Disagree

SO - Strongly Disagree

10. A person should think of himse If as a member of

the organization first, and an individual second.

11. People are better off when the organization provides
a complete set of rules to be followed .... , , .

12. Within an organization, it is unwIse to question
weil-established ways of doing things ....•.

13. A superior should expect subordinates to carry
out his orders without question or deviation , •

14. Within the organization, it is 'better to maintain

formal relationships with other people .•. , ..

15, There is really no place in a small organiza tional
unit for the nonconformist _ , , ,

16, Pins, written commendations, ceremonies, etc.
are all signs ef a good organizatiol) .

17, The most irr.port?,nt p::uc of a superior's job is
to see to it that regulations are followed ,

18. In general, a person's rank or level should
determine his re lationships toward other people.

19. Job security is best obtained by learning and
following standard work procedures •. ""

20. A person should 'defend the actions of his organi zation
against any criticism by outsiders ..... , . , , , , , , , , • , ,-, , ,

21. A person should do things in the exact manner
that he thinks his superior wishes thel!l to be done,

22. Within an organization, a person should think of
himself as a part in a smooth running machine, ,

23~ It is better to have a complete set of rules than
to have to decide things for oneself ., . , , , . ,

24, Length of service in an organization should be given

almost as much recognition as le,"e 1 of performance ,

E [][ I

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

U

U

U

u

U

U

U

U

U

U

u

U

u

U

U

o

o

o

o

o

D

o

o

D

o

D

o

o

o

o

SO

SD

SO

SD

SD

SO

SO

SO

SO

SO

so

SO

SO

SD

SO
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